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Appleton, WI
Amount
Carl Looman ............... 10.00
Frieda Schirm .............. 15.00
Roy E. Schulze .............. 10.00
L.W. "Jim" Weber ............ 5.00
Atlanta, GA
Ruth Ann Baughman ......... 15.00
Aurora, IL
Paul Brinkman .............. 10.00
Baltimore, MD
Mrs. Emily L. Gerasim ......... 5.00
Miss Lillian C. Kullick ......... 5.00
Beloit, WI
Bertha Adams .............. 10.00
Mrs. Rudolph Beese .......... 25.00
Alvina Gerhard ............. 10.00
Mrs. Arthur Thiele .. : ....... 10.00
Berrien County #68, Ml
Mrs. Orval (Viola} Benson ..... 25.00
W.H. "Duke" Ehrenberg ...... 10.00
Judge Ronald Lange .......... 35.00
Berrien County Afternoon
Viola Benson ............... 60.00
Birmingham, Ml
Olive Cattau ................ 5.00
BuHalo,NY
Emil H. Engelbert ............ 10.00
Amanda Krentz ............. 10.00
Central New Jersey
Mrs. Otto Hanser ........... 10.00
Alice (Mrs. Eric} Orting ....... 25.00
Chicago Chapter, IL
William Kopp ............... 5.00
Mrs. Joan Meier (Lange} ...... 10.00
Muriel Sievers ............... 5.00
William J. Zidek ............. 5.00
Chicago-Northwest Suburban, IL
Fred Hoppe ................ 25.00
Cincinnati, OH
Mrs. Roy (Marge} Dunbar ...... 5.00
Oeveland East Suburban, OH
Grant James Erickson ........ 25.00
Ointonville, WI
Ralph Bemecker ............ 25.00
Ora Lindow ................ 25.00
Mary Schroeder.............. 8.00
Decatur, IL
Elsie Tebussek .............. 50.00
Decatur Circuit, IN
Mrs. Minnie Hoffman ......... 5.00
Mrs. Mildred Tyler ........... 5.00
Denver, CO
Lydia Holloway ............. 10.00
Des Moines, lA
Glenn Sarsfield .............. 5.00

March 1 through September 30,1980

Detroit, Ml
Mrs. Wilbur Brucker ......... 10.00
Bernice Dungan ............. 10.00
Miss Marion Hempel ......... 10.00
Laura Krueger .............. 10.00
William Sepke ............... 5.00
Detroit Suburban West, Ml
Louie G. Christiansen ........ 28.00
Elsie Kilpinen ............... 20.00
William Sepke ............. 206.00
Detroit West, Ml
Mrs. Ilene Cronin ............ 3.00
Elsie Katterman .............. 5.00
William Sepke .............. 35.00

Du Page, IL
Rev. William F. Eifrig ........ 10.00
Alfred B. Rowold ............ 20.00

Elgin, IL
Violet Burgener ............ 20.00
Evansvme, IN
Lillian Boehne ............... 5.00
Fair-Med-Ow, MN
Mrs. Clara Kirchner .......... 8.00
Martha Schneider ............ 3.00
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Pastor Dallas Gibson ......... 10.00
Herbert Seldon ............. 20.00
Fort Wayne, IN
Mrs. Marie Werling ........... 5.00
Geiseman Memorial, IL
Robert Johansen ............ 10.00
Greater Dayton, OH
Margaret Christ .............. 5.00
Mildred Murphy ............. 4.00
Hammond, IN
Rev. Julius W. Acker .......... 5.00
Gordon Haller .............. 10.00
Pearle Harder ............... 5.00
Honolulu, HA
Lyman Limbocker ........... 25.00
Indianapolis, IN
Mrs. J.S. Buchanan, Sr........ 10.00
Edith Conlin ............... 10.00
Mrs. Lela Taylor ............ 10.00
Eleanor Waterman ........... 10.00
Kendallvffie, IN
Mildred E. Tyler ............. 3.00
Kentuckiana
Mrs. Eleanor Maas........... 10.00
Kokomo, IN
Ruth Baughman.............. 5.00
Paul H. Fike................. 5.00
Lorain County, OH
Marguerite H. Neubiser .... : .. 10.00
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LIVING BOOKS MEMORIALS

Madison, WI
Mr. Henry Meyr ............. 5.00
John Pfitzer ................. 5.00
Mason County, Ml

Mrs. Nora Peterson .......... 16.00
Mrs. Gertrude (Burt} Rosewarne
......................... 10.00

Merrill, WI
Mrs. Alma (Jay} Eggers ....... 12.00
Mrs. Ema Voigt. ............ 17.00
Milwaukee Afternoon, WI
Mrs. Elsa Grunwaldt ......... 55.00
Milwaukee Suburban, WI
Richard Love ............... 10.00
Minnesota Valley, MN
Gladys Parlin ............... 5.00
Mishawaka-South Bend, IN
Amanda Fischmann ........... 5.00
Elsie Gable (Mrs. Walter} ...... 10.00
Lydia Gau .................. 5.00
Otto Muenter .............. 20.00
Edw. H. Praefke............. 35.00
Leona Rotzoll .............. 10.00
Hubbard Wauler ............. 5.00
Nassau-SuHolk, NY
Mrs. Anna Lang ............. 5.00
National GuUd
Mrs. Walter Maas ........... 25.00
Neenah-Menasha, WI
Elsie Kind .................. 5.00
James Kovarik ............... 3.00
Mr. Arthur and Mrs. Emma
Thoms ..................... 3.00
New Orleans, LA
Lydia Gau ................. 10.00
North Virginia
William Sepke .............. 15.00
Nutmeg State
Rev. Oliver Harms, D.O ....... 10.00
Oakland County, Ml
Olive Cattau ............... 10.00
Lydia Holloway ............. 30.00

Omaha,NE
Don Brundieck .............. 3.00
Harry Buckendahl ............ 3.00
Flora Deats ................. 5.00
Adela E. Frey ............... 15.00
Jim Hanson ................. 5.00
Edward Hanzel .............. 5.00
Robert Kamprath ............ 4.00
Carl Lindsay ................ 5.00
Minda Mcintyre ............. 5.00
Mrs. Florence Madoerin ...... 205.00
Martha Risvold .............. 5.00
(continued on page 46}
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But I call her "Mom"

THE GUILD'S NEW PRESIDENT

by Sue Russler Steinbruecker

Sue and Ruth afte.r the Run.

It's with a great deal of love that I introduce
to you our newly elected Guild President, Ruth
Russler. Some folks call her "Ruth ie." Some
call her "Pineapple." Others call her "Andy."
But I call her "Mom."
It's her friends up in Ironwood, Michigan,
who remember her as Pineapple. There's a story
about that ... something about a map, I think.
You'll have to ask her! Mom is one of three
children born to Grandpa and Grandma Anderson . She left Ironwood to attend the University
of Michigan's School of Nursing. It was there

that friends abbreviated her last name to call
her "Andy." Mom had lots of friends at Michigan, including a lady by the name of Lee Eisele
(Kleinhans) and a beau by the name of Russ
Russler.
Dad, also a Michigan alumnus, and Mom were
married in 1951, after which they lived in Albion, Michigan. Mom worked then as an industrial nurse until I interrupted her career.
One of two "interruptions," I have a younger
brother, Jim .
4

graduate. An Alpha, Cindy majored in French
and English, all of which led her to a management job with Kroger Food Stores . Cindy a nd
Jim have lived in Cincinnati but are planning
a job-related transfer to Kansas City. Soon one
may call Mom "Grandma" as Jim and Cindy are
expecting a baby in late November.
Mark and I live in Appleton (one can "go
home" again). I'm a 1974 VU grad, also an
Alpha. A social work major at Valpo, I later
completed my Master's degree at the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Currently I work as
Manager of Social Services and Pastoral Care
at Appleton Memorial Hospital. After being at
Valpo four years and not meeting each other,
Mark and I were introduced, in Appleton, by
our yenta, Bette Froehlich. Mark is an Agency
Planning Analyst with Aid Association for
Lutherans. So where there were two Valpo kids,
Mom now has four. More inspiration for continuing dedication to the Guild! By the way,
I now cook, sell pecans, host picnics ... !
Mom's footprints arc tough to follow. Dedicated to her family, church and community,
Mom finds time for herself. She enjoys needlework, "artsy craftsy" things, and sports. She
excells in golf, tennis, jogging. We, her family,
treasure her and her talents. It is with pride
that we share her with you, women of the Guild!

After living for a time in Two Rivers, Wisconsin, we moved to Appleton. Dad began his
career with NCR in Appleton; Mom began hers
with Valpo! It was after I decided on Valpo
that strains of "Hail to the Victors Valiant,"
were replaced by "Hail to the Brown and Gold!"
She cooked sloppy joes, sold pecans, hosted
Preson to Person picnics . . . all the things
good Appleton "Guildies" do! Mom also served
as president of the Appleton chapter 1973-1975.
Dad's job took them from Appleton in 1976
to NCR's World Headquarters in Dayton, Ohio,
where they now live. Mom's enthusiasm for
Guild building was whetted by the absence of
a chapter in Dayton. She became Area Director
and helped to start one. In Dayton she still
cooks, sells pecans, has picnics, but now also
makes Christmas ornaments for the Guild.
My brother, Jim, is a 1977 Valpo grad. While
more often identified as a football star, tennis
player or Phi Delt, Jim did manage a chemistry
major which helped him land a job with United
States Industrial Chemical. He married the
former Cindy Keller, daughter of Dr. Walter
and Gloria Keller. Cindy, too, is a 1977 Vaipo

. d R 1 R
d Ruth Sue and Mark Steinbruecker.
The Guild's First Family after the Run: Jim and Cm Y uss er, uss an
•
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"A jubilee shall that fiftieth year be to you."

CHALLENGED TO BE STRONG
by Ruth Russler

A celebration can be a time of rededication. We
can examine our strengths and weaknesses and
use this year as a time of building, strengthening,
planning and preparing for the future.
A celebration can also be a time of challenge.
We have set a goal to start 50 new chapters by
the end of 1981, and although we have made
good progress, we still have a way to go.
We have been challenged to provide 5,000 new
names to the Admissions office and a 100% report of confirmands .

, "'i

New Guild president Ruth Russle.r presents a birthday
cake to President Schnabel.

We resolved to bestow our "first fruits" in the
amount of $50,000 to be divided among the 30
academic departments as a special gift for our
project for this year. Additional funds will be
used as a seed fund for a large project to be selected at the next convention.

As we stood in the cool, crisp autu mn air at the
foot of the luminary-encircled campanile that
Friday night of convention and heard the bells
ring for the very first time, how our hearts were
filled with joy! We were ringing in our year of
jubilee. After three years of planning and anticipation, the time had finally arrived. The Lord
had permitted us to reach this point of fifty years
of service to the University.

We have initiated a Special Gifts program where
we and friends of the Guild may make a onetime gift of at least $50 and be given a Guild pin.
We are challenged to strengthen those chapters
who have so loyally served the G uild and who
now need assistance in new membership so they
may continue to grow and to serve.

What does this mean to us? A year of celebration
can be a time of remembrance. One tends to reflect upon the past and this is good because we
remember what has transp ired before us. We
have a new sense of appreciation and love for
those bold and strong women who with much
foresight and understanding outlined the purposes of the Guild and built upon that foundation
through good and lean years the strong and vital
organization we know today. We thank God for
them. A celebration can be a time of thanksgiving. We humbly give thanks to God for our
University and our Guild, for all the blessings He
has bestowed upon us to reach this place.

Our challenge now is to respect our heritage,
enjoy this year of celebration and forge on to
even greater heights.
I am pleased to be able to serve as your president
during the next two years. I will be at your service at any time and would welcome all opportunities to meet with you as you desire.
God bless you all.
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Meet our New Vice Presidents
VIRGINIA AMLING

MARTY MATTES

Having served the Guild as Second Vice President for the past two years, Virginia Amling is
well aware of the responsibilities she assumes as
our new First Vice President.
A charter member of the Northwest Suburban
Chicago chapter, Ginny has more than once been
that chapter's president, vice president, ways and
means chairman, brunch chairman and freshman
mixer coordinator.
On the national level we know her most recently as Second Vice President and as Area II
Director, as well as the Executive Council's topic
leader on publicity in 1973 and as Convention
reporter in 1972.
At home in Des Plaines, Illinois, Ginny has
been active, usually as an officer, in g roups such
as the Friends of the Des Plaines Library, School
Board Caucus, AAUW, Northwest Suburban
Writers and the Executive Board of Lutheran
Counci l of Greater Chicago Auxiliary. She has
also volunteered each week to read for Recording for the Blind.
Ginny has been president, vice president, secretary and membership chairman of the Women's
Guild in her parish, has su perintended Vacation
Bible School, helped plan Lutheran Hou r rallies
and a 75th parish ann iversary. She's a Bible cell
leader and makes evangelism calls.
Gi nny, her husband, Arthur, their son and two
daughters all attended Valpo.

Second Vice President Marty Mattes of Atlanta, Georgia, has served the Guild on the national level as Activities Chairman, as Area I
Director, as a member of the Guild Advisory
Committee to the University Presidential Selection Committee and as chairman of the Guild
Nominating Committee. In her chapter she has
been secretary, program chairman, project chairman and VU Sunday chairman.
A social worker, a Valpo alumna, M arty has
worked fo r Lutheran Child Welfare Association
in New York C ity and for a residential treatment center for emotionally disturbed children
in Atlanta.
Marty has been active in her parish on social
ministry, Christian education and many other
committees. Fo r five years she taught Sunday
school.
The Atlanta commu nity knows her as a volunteer active in the FISH program, the Native Plant
Preservation Committee, the Chaplaincy Committee of New Horizons Treatment Center (state
women's correctional fac ility) and the Board of
Atlanta Clergy and Laity Concerned.
Her family includes her husband, Joe, and their
15-month-old daughter, Jenny. Marty likes to
play tennis and golf, to travel and garden.
Among Marty's responsibilities as Second Vice
President will be coordina ting State Unit activities and heading the Guild Goodies project.

Our new officers: Treasurer l ois Hoeppner, President Ruth Russler, First Vice President Virginia
Amling, Second Vice President Marty Mattes, Secretary Joan Hofmeister, Executive Director
Betsy Nagel.
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Just right for our Jubilee Year!

THE 50th ANNIVERSARY PROJECT

The Golden Giver pin

At Executive Council we heard: "We're going to celebrate this University and its leaders and those who
taught and learned here. And those in the University and in the Guild whose hands held Christ here."
At Convention we decided to do this in two ways.
First, in order that every Valpo student and faculty member may share in the blessings that have been ours, we voted to give the University a gift of $50,000 to be divided among the 30 academic departments and to be used by them in any way they
choose.
Second, in order that our remaining jubilee monies provide also for future needs,
we voted that they become part of a larger project to be decided upon by those who
attend the 50th Anniversary Convention in 1981.

These funds are to be raised through our regular chapter
projects and through a special one-time Golden Giver program.
The Golden Giver contribution envelope, shown here, tells
its own story. It is our only promotional literature. It may be
used by Guild members themselves or by others whom you
might ask to contribute- friends, relatives, VU alumni,
church leaders, church organizations, businesses and corporations.
An envelope has been included with this Bulletin. Others may
be obtained from the Guild Office. Each donor will receive
from the national treasurer a thank-you receipt and our
special 50th Anniversary Golden Giver pin.
Won't you be a Golden Giver in this very special year?
Jaclde Jungemann, chairman of the 50th Anniversary Special Gift program, presents a Golden Giver pin to President Barbara Maas.
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Look for a Golden Giver envelope in this Bulletin.

50th ANNIVERSARY- V.U. GUILD

For 50 years, the Valparaiso University Guild has been an
integral part of the support system of Valparaiso University.
With the development of chapters throughout the United
States, the Guild has been able to spread its mission, shining
as a strong light for the University wherever and whenever it
is at work.
We invite all friends of Valparaiso University and the Guild
to celebrate with us on the occasion of our 50th year.

I

\

\
The 50th Anniversary Committee
Receipts from the Guild Golden Gift will be distributed
among all acedemic departments of the University for the
enhancement of their individual programs.

In recogmt1on of the Guild's accomplishments thru its 50 year
history and to encourage them to continue to serve Valparaiso
University in the coming years, I am pleased to enclose a one time
gift of
·
(mmimum $50.001

Congratulations V. U. Guild from:

NAME---------------------------------------------------------------STREET--------------------------~------------------------------~.--...

CITY & STATE-----------------------.....;.__--- ZIP __________________________
Guild Member 0 - - - - - - - Alumni 0 - - - - Parent 0
Chapter,

Friend 0

Printed In U.S.A.

P.M. 8·80

Year

Envelope layout by P~ Mielke.

Pin design by Debbie Krautstrunk.
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The Report of the Guild President

RING IN THE JUBILEE YEAR WITH GUSTO!

by Barbara Maas
Attendi ng my first national Guild convention
five years ago, l was stunned when I learned
that I had been elected secretary! I had agreed
to have my name on the ballot mainly at the encouragement of my husband (who, incidentally,
has since decided to count to 2,349 before
maki ng similar suggestions), so winning th e
election took me by surprise. I had undertaken
n umerous gc-orl-sized responsibilities in the past
but never had I perfo:-med th e duties of a secretary. When I re lated this fac t to the member of
the nominating committee with whom I was
speaking, she qui ckly retorted, "Well, you can
take notes, can't you?"
Writing minutes to be published was certainly quite different from "taking notes," b ut
I took on the new challenge wi th gusto- a style
to which I am accustomed! Whi le this was fa r
from my favorite responsibility, through it l
grew to love and respect the dedicated Guild
wo men who fai th fully give of themselves for
Valpo. I grew to gratefully appreciate the fine
organization of the Guild. The immeasurable
contribut ion w hich the Guild makes to Vaipo
came into focu s and my note taking took on a
new and greater significa nce. It was no longer
a job w ith new challenges. It became a responsibility with deep personal commi tment.
Two years ago I was even more stu nned when
I was elected president. This term, too, began

Barbara Maas holds the charm bracelet with Guild seal
given to outgoing presidents.

with gusto, for two weeks arter the Guild convention I took part in President Schnabel's
inaugural ceremonies, bringing congratulations
and best wishes on behalf of the entire Guild.
What a grand way to begin my two years as
president. I shall, however, never fo rget the
tremendous responsibility I felt as I stood under
the cross in th e Chapel of the Resu rrectio n,
where I had just recently been installed as
President of the Guild, looking out at the ma ny
witnesses who had come from near and far to
be a pa rt of that great da y.
After two more Gu ild conventions, two Executive Council meetings, nine board meetings,
eight University board meetings, four State
Unit meetings, one fu neral, two Senior Women's
banquets, one meeting of the Council on University Priorities and Planning, the dedication
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you have just heard in our opening ceremonies
today; completion of the Brandt Campanile
bells, which will be dedicated in an all-campus
celebration this evening, refurbishing the instructional writi ng center in Lembke Hall,
which the Guild board looked at yesterday at
their open house; the renovating of sturdy and
handsome Baldwin Hall (a project begun under
Jackie Ju ngemann's adm inistration) for the new
home of the Art Department, where a reception
was held last night for Guild women; the purchase of slides of historical geography for the
Theology Department; the purchase of an audiometer and combination otoscope-opthalmoscope
for the School of Nursing; the purchase of a
spectrophotometer for the Biology Department
and a KitchenAid mixer for the Home Economics
Department; the gift of $300 toward the Hailerberg Math Symposium; the awarding of four
Guild scholarships (made possible through Guild
cookbook sales) per year, initially in the amount
of $500 each, but, as of this September, in the

of Urschel Hall, two special dinner occasions
for Valpo and the Guild in Frankenmuth and
Cincinnati, several special meetings with the
Fiftieth Anniversary committee and standing
committee chairmen, chapter dinners and visits,
hundreds of letters, telephone calls, telegrams
and reports, several meetings which were University-Guild oriented, many special meetings
with President Schnabel, and the fantastic support in every way possible of a gallant Guild
board, I feel with deep conviction that the
Guild has made great strides in these past
years. The leadership of so many talented a nd
fa ithful women rings very loudly and very harmo niously as we gather today to "Ring in the

Ju bilee Year!"

Barbara Maas, now a past president, leaves chancel at convention's end.

amount of $1,000 each; the institution of a
Fiftieth Anniversary Fund with memori al monies
other th an those designated for Guild Celebration Cards o r Living Books Memorials;
initiation of the printing of the first fifty years
of Guild history in an anniversary editio n; the

At this time it is certainly most fitting and
proper th at we acknowledge your recent enormous accomplishments: the addi tion of seventeen chapters who will have received their
charters and gavels by the end of this convention; completion of the handbell choir, which
11

less colorful than those projects already mentioned. This project- this gift, if you will- a
Giant Guild Special gift- will touch in some way
every person on campus. A gift- a real gift- a
free-for-the-taking gift with no strings attached- a gift to the faculty and student alikea gift of money given to each academic department to purchase non-budgeted items which
will enable each department to better equip its
students and faculty.
Each year prior to the Executive Council
meeting the Guild writes to each academic
department seeking requests fo r equipment to be
purchased with Guild Special monies. We then
compile the pages of requests, always w ishing
we would not have to select o nly a few to be
voted upon, but could grant each request. As
these requests are all unable to be met by the
University budget, it is the Guild, rea lly, who
might now be able to grant these requests with
a Fiftieth Anniversary gift. Dr. Schnabel is
very enthusiastic and supportive of our suggestion.
Another facet of our proposed Fiftieth Anniversary Project is o ne of greater monetary
significance, to be specifically determi ned at
the next convention. After two years of pray ing,
asking and waiting, it was our hope that the in
depth study of the Council on University
Priorities and Planning would be far enough
along that we could determine a gift of a larger
nature at this conventio n. This is no t the case.
It is a fact, however, that the top priority of
a sports facility complex is the firs t to be considered so it is quite probable that you may
wish to choose some portion of this complex
for your project. The resolution for our Fiftieth Anniversary Project will come from the
resolutions committee at the end of my report.
In closing ...
It is my sincere hope that we Ring in the
Jubilee Year with gusto, for that is the Guild
today, fu ll of enthusiastic appreciation and zest!
It is my hope th at we Ring in the Ju bilee Year
w ith gallantry for the noble and brave women
who have shaped this fine Guild!
It is my hope that we Ring in the Jubilee
Year with gratitude and thankful appreciation
for the blessings God has bestowed upon us!
It is my most sincere hope th at we Ring in the
Jubilee Year with gracefulness, being fi lled with
the grace of God now and in the future!

undertaking of a first annual Guild Pledge Run
to be held tomorrow; the initiation of the Guild

Barbara Maas congratulates Guild runners Russ and Ruth
Russler.

Golden Giver Gift Program to help obtain funds
fo r our Fiftieth Anniver~ary Project; the sponsoring of a Hawaiian trip next Ma rch to help
celebrate our anniversary; the return of 7,909
cards to Admissions by 121 chapters (an alltime high) through our Person to Person Program; successful planning and execution of two
more Valpo Sundays, convention bazaars and
the sale of two more fine Guild calendars. Most
of these accomplishments were made possible
through calendar sales, cookbook sales, chapter
projects, bazaars, Guild Specials- through the
dedicated efforts of you, the Guild members,
and by the grace of God. Certainly this gives
us reason to celebrate!
Concentrated emphasis on growth and development has put additional strain on the Board
and most especially on the Area Directors and
the Executi ve Director and staff. Seventeen
new chapters represent a g reat deal of extra
effort. The Board feels strongly th at additional
help must be enlisted, and for th at reason these
appointments will be made following this convention: Advisor to New Chapters, Chairman of
Chapter Development, Coordinator of State
Units (the Vice President who is not Coordinato r of Area Directors), and Chairman of State
Unit Self Stud y Committee.
That brings us to the project for this year.
The project which we propose to begin at this
convention- this Year of Jubilee, this year of
starting afresh, of forgiving and forgetting our
past debts and starting with a new slate- is no
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Valparaiso University Guild

Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

Mrs. Norman Nagel
Executive Director

Sunday, November 23, 1980
Dear Guild Friend,
I know that as part of the Valpo community you will want to know of Rae
Huegli's unexpected death late Friday night.
It came as a shock to us all.
Only last Sunday her son .Jon and his family were here from Ann Arbor to
be with her and Dr. Huegli. And only last Sunday, when she and I were
speaking together in the Chapel after a very beautiful and moving Choral
Society performance of the Faure Requiem, she had smiled wistfully, remembering her times as a member of the group, and had said, "Betsy, you
know I should have been singing that Requiem with them."

\

On \~ednesday she was rushed to the hospital after a heart seizure. And
in spite of all that the doctors and staff could do, we lost her on Friday
and will bury her tomorrow. President Ruth Russler will come from Ohio
to represent us all.
On Thursday Esther Kruger wondered with me whether perhaps the Guild bells
would toll first for our former president's wife - a woman dear to many of
us and a person known by all of us from our times together at the Guild
conventions.
Yes, the bells may toll for Rae. And more beautiful voices than she or
any of us have yet heard are already singing for Rae, too. Perhaps, even
now, she is gratefully joining in that requiem with them.
May she be a part of our Thanksgiving this year.
Sincerely,

----~
~etsy N::t

President

1st VIce President

Znd VIce President

Secretary

Treasurer

Mrs. D. W. Russler
754 Sta.nbridRt Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45429

Mrs. Arthur Amling
63& ArlinRton Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

Mrs. loseph Mattes
9394 Indian Springs Drive
Roswell, Ceorgia 30075

Mrs. Franklin Hofmeister
647 West Sebewalna Street
Sebewaina. Michipn 48759

Mrs. Delmar Hoeppner
1606 Earthstone Drive
Valparaiso, Indiana -46383

1931

"A jubilee shall that 50th year be to you." 1981
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The Report of the Executive Director

MitHurra!
by Betsy Nagel
Can that, we say, almost in disbelief, reall y
be a typical day in our America on this 26th of
September? Can that really be the world in which
our Valpo students, our children, our grandchildren, our younger brothers and sisters will
have to make their own way after they graduate at the end of this year, or next year, or the
year after that? The answer is, of course, a
simple "yes.'' And that is why, in his Commencement address in the Bicentennial yea r,
Judge Jay Pfotenhauer said very eloquently
what we all know-that a university li ke Valpo
is much more necessary now than it ever was
way back in 1925 when the Lutherans began
here. Or in 1931, when the Guild began.
For Valpo is not a typical place, it is not a
typical un iversity. It's a splendid one-and it
was academic excellence that most fres hmen gave
as their reason for com ing here in a poll published last week in the Torch. But it's also a
place where, "in, with and under" this splendid
education, this Christ of the Cross and His
forgiveness, His values, His ways for our lives
are taught, shared and felt strongly. And stored
way down deep.
"Join the Gu ild and put oil in their la mps."
That's what we say on our Wise Maiden brochure. And when all is said and done, that's
what we do. We try in every way that we can to
help this Christian university fill its students
so full of the resources of mind, heart and
spirit-filled faith, that they will have enough
oil, stored way down deep, to keep them burning through all of the "typical" days of their
lives. Years so different from ours, probably,
that we can't even imagine them. But we can,
now, help to give them that oil, and enough of
that oil, to keep them burning "until He comes."

With a hurrah, charter and gavel, Betsy welcomes
Karyn Kiefer, president of new Central Michigan
chapter.

In a little commentary called Context that
showed up at our house last week, th e wellknown Lutheran writer and theologian, Dr.
Marti n Marty, quotes some statistics from a
magazine called American Way.
Here they are. Are you ready for them?
On an average day in America, 5,962 couples
wed and 2,986 divorce. Drunk drivers do 18
million dollars worth of damage. People drink
90 million cans of beer; 2,740 kids run away
from ho me; 88 m illion people watch primetime TV; 2,740 teen-agers get pregnant, 63,288
cars crash, killing 129 people; 3,231 women have
abortions; 5,200 people die, 1,070 of cancer.
And listen to this: 68,492 teen-agers come down
with VD.
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To help with th is "ringing" and with all of
our growth and potential, the University made
it possible for us in February to add a third
full-time member to the Guild office staff.
Bette Galow, an extraordinarily able and creative person, is serving as Coordinator of
Special Services. (Bette, please stand. ) And
Esther Kruger, with just a splendid background
of University experience and expertise, is taking
on Marian Temme's job. (Esther, please stand.)
You've met these two women already-with
their smiles, their caring, their deep loyalty
to all that the Guild is and stands fo r. It is with
tremendous pride that I tell you that they are in
the Guild office. And when Lee Kleinha ns next
comes down from Wisconsin in October to
work on the Bulletin, she'll find that the University has moved our office to larger quarters
in the same building. Yes, we're growing.

That's why we've come here today. That's
why this is not a typical day for any of us, o r
for the University either. For th is 26th of September the Valparaiso University Guild is here
on campus and it's doing its business. And it has
come to just a terrific convention with a grin
and a shout! For as Louise Drews, our national
president in 1954, wrote me on a little note
with her registration for th is convention, "Wir
kommen, wir kommen, wi r kommen mit Hurra!"
And it is with an answering "hurra" that I
give this report!
In this typical time of shrinking volu nteer
organizations, we have added nearly 900 new
members to the Guild this year! In this typical
time when people are loath to take on yet
another commitment-and after aiL who needs
another meeting if it doesn't mean anything- 11
new chapters of committed women have joined
us! A tremendous "hu rra" of welcome to those
women who have decided to stand up and to
stand out and to ma ke Christian edu cation,
Valparaiso University and the Gui ld very hig h
priorities in their own lives! A big "hurra" for
all those who worked and planned and perservered and traveled and wrote a nd spoke and
broug ht these chapters into being! And a tremendous th ank-you from everyone to everyone
in every chapter who plan ned and came to
meetings, carried out programs, contacted
nearly 5,000 new students, sponsored choirs,
arranged special services and dinner meetings,
thought of new projects, spoke out for Valpo,
sponsored VU Sunday-and worked like mad to
send money to the University for a number of
things, but most particularly to buy the bells
whose tones, after tonight, will mark the hours,
the days and the years of this place. A tremendous thank-you to those people and those
chapters whose just carrying o n was a real
"hurra!" We know you, we thank you, we truly
salute you.
Fo r we all know the expressio n, "Ring out the
old, ring in the new." Not o n ou r life! For it is
only on the experience of years and on the wisdom of yea rs that we learn how and dare to
"ring in the new."

The Guild office grows with Bette Galow
and Esther Kruger, shown at the Run.

What an important morning we have just
had! The Guild president's report, the election
of the women who will lead us through our anniversary year and beyond- and the adoption
of a project which I believe with all my heart
is the absolutely r ight and stunning one for
this year!
Our project is going to be a gift-gift-like a
present at Christmas- to every department and
therefore to every faculty member and student
here. Professors who have perhaps despaired
for years of getting something that they need
for their work are actually going to have the
chance to decide themselves what they need
and to have some gift money to go about
getting it.
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more upsetting to professors than not to have
things they need in order to teach their very best.
So just as we did those years ago when we
built Guild Hall, we're going to strai n every
muscle this year to bring in all the money possible through our projects. But project mo ney
does have almost a predictable level. So, wi th
Jackie's plan, we are asking for parallel gifts
from individual givers. And I really believe
that there are thousands of us who can be this
kind of golden giver.
We talk these days abou t oil being liquid
gold. Turned around, that's rather a nea t thing
for us to think about and for the students to
know abou t, too. For the golden gifts that we
will be giving this year to every single department of the University will most certainly become oil for many, many long-bu rning lamps.
Our bells will sound for students down the
years. Our gift-gifts will build up students
through the years. And as we look fo rward to
our actual 50th birthday and our anniversary
convention next year, I bet that we'll be shouting r ight along with Louise, "Wir kommen,
wir kommen, wir kommen mit Hurra!"

The budget around here isn't skinflint; but
it surely is skintight! President Huegli and President Sch nabel a nd the Vice President for Business
Affa irs have skillfully managed to bring us
through the last years "in the black." But only
by a few thousand dollars, and their budget
calls for 25 million a year! And so morale,
facu lty morale, doesn't sing hymns, I guess,
very easily on th at sort of budget. At least
not for very long. Scratch the skin of any
facu lty member, and you will see that. So I
believe that our gift- which we will give in our
jubilee year to everyone will really do something big down inside for a very large number
of people whose measure of hope has become
increasingly deflated as the country's economy
has become alarmingly inflated. We are going
to give material gifts, yes. But what we are
really going to give is some long prayed-for and
some hope-filled hurrahs. For there is little or
nothing more important to a university than the
morale of its faculty. Let me say that again:
There is little or nothing more important to a
university than the morale of its faculty. It
rubs off on the students. And there is nothing

MIT HURRA!

At the end of Betsy's report, louise Drews is asked to stand and say her own "Mit Hurral"
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Edwin L. Zehnder
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hildebrandt
Barbara Maas
Betsy Nagel
Judy Ernst Cherry
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Kasch
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ready
Grace Hoffmaster Wick
Mr. and Mrs. William Kontak
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Liksch

rs. Ermie Roggow
alter Schmalz
The Reverend Harlan Hartner
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wagemann
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schellin
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To every tn1ng
there is a season,
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Celebration cards are avai.lable from chapter presidents.
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The State of the University Address

LET THE BELLS RING OUT!

With the Convention's singing of "Happy birthday to you" comes this birthday cake for President Schnabel.

BY PRESIDENT ROBERT V. SCHNABEL

The "good news" about our student body in
1980-81 is that the total day student enrollment
in our six colleges on campus is up to 3,906-an
increase of almost 20 over last year, and last
year's enrollment was the highest since 1971.
In all, there are about 52% women and 48% men
in our campus student body this yea r. When
the enro llment in the undergraduate evening
division (109) and graduate division (164), and
when 353 students enrolled in one of our affiliated hospital nursing schools at Cleveland,
Fort Wayne, and Saint Louis are included, the
overall enrollment this year is 4,532, which is
approximately the same as last year.

What a joy to have the women of the University Guild on the campus for their 49th annual
convention! A nd wh.a t a special privilege to
celebrate our life and work together in the
spirit of the convention theme: "Ring in the
Jubilee Year."
Like the women of the Guild, who come to
this convention fro m 137 chapters located in
27 states and Washington, D.C., our University
students come from 48 states, Washington, D.C.,
and 26 foreign countries.
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The "bad news" is that there was a significant
decline in our enrollment of first-time freshmen
this year: 860 new freshmen this year compared
to 940 last year. Our overall campus enrollment
is higher this year largely because of the gain
in transfer and special students, improved retention of sophomore, junior, and senior students, and another big First Year class in the
School of Law. Nevertheless, the drop in firsttime freshmen poses a problem for next year and
the years immediately thereafter, since next May
we will be graduating a senior class of 825- which
is about 100 more than were graduated last May.
There are some encouraging things about our
new students. We have a somewhat stronger
group of new students, based on rank in high
school class and scores on college entrance
examinations. Another source of encouragement
is the number of students who express a clear
Christian religious preference, with 53% of our
undergraduates coming from Lutheran homes
and congregations, followed by smaller numbers
coming from Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, and other Christian denominations.

them from Ohio), there are 11 Guild chapters
(nine of them in Ohio).
• In the southern states of Georgia, Florida,
Texas, North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Louisiana, and Mississippi, the home states of
almost 80 Valpo students, there are eight Guild
chapters. (It is worth noting that almost half
of these students come from Florida, where
there are also four of the eight Guild chapters
in this region.)
• In the Great Plains, Mountain, and Border
states of Colorado, Arizona, Montana, Idaho,
North and South Dakota, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Wyoming, the home states
of about 40 V. U. students, there are six Guild
chapters. (In this instance, too, it is worth
noting that half of the students in this group
come from Colorado, which has four of the
six Guild chapters in this region.)
• In the far western states of California, Oregon,
Washington, Alaska, and Hawaii, the home
states of over 60 Valpo students, there are 10
previously existing Guild chapters and five
newly-established chapters. The majority of
students coming from this region are from
California, which also has the largest number
of previously-established and new Guild
chapters.

Where do our students come from? In answering this question, we offer a strong word of
appreciation and encouragement to the members
of the University Guild in that, by and large,
wherever there are vital, active Guild chaptersespecially where they are vigorously engaged
in the work of the Person to Person Program
that Marilyn Krueger heads up, assisted by hosts
of Person to Person workers in local Guild
chapters- the University draws students. Some
correlations, although not conclusive, of
course, support this assertion.

A most significant development in the life
of the University was the adoption, in July,
by the University Board of Directors of a statement of Priorities and Planning Principles for
the 1980s. This sets forth a bold reaffirmation
of commitment to the Christian character and
purpose of the University, in the Lutheran tradition; commitment to strengthening the kind of
higher education which features high quality
programs of liberal and professional study in
a residential setting, and commitment to renewed efforts to meet the varied needs of the
University's constituencies, including members
of the Alumni Association, the University
Guild, and Lutheran congregations and agencies.

• In Indiana and Illinois, the home states of
2,378 (60%) of our students, there are 41
Guild chapters.
• In Michigan and Wisconsin, the home states
of over 500 of our students, there are 36 Guild
chapters.
• In New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, the
six New England states, and Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, the home states of 450 of
our students, there are 15 Guild chapters.
• In Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa, and
Kansas, the home states of almost 200 Valpo
students, there are 11 Guild chapters.
• In Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia, the
home states of 160 V. U. students (most of

This statement has three main thrusts:
1. There shall be intensified programs to recruit and retain students, with a focus on
young men and women of strong -academic
and leadership potential who support the
University's mission, with optimum balance
of male and female students, and with broad
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representation of ethnic and racial minorities.
2. There shall be specific efforts to strengthen
the University internally. This thrust includes
initiation of a systematic planning-programming-budgeting system, optimum faculty
involvement in governance and decisionmaking, systematic assessment of academic
programs, and clear statements of criteria
used in faculty and staff personnel matters
(appointment, contract renewal, advancement
in rank, granting of tenure). It also includes
strengthening of library and computer
services and enhancing the quality of residential life including cultural and recreational
programs, worship and ministry of the Chapel
of the Resurrection, career counseling, health
services, and the honor system.

endowment funds to support vital University programs and services, such as library
and computer services, the chapel ministry,
faculty research and development, student
scholarships, and funds to support particular professorships ("chairs") and colleges.
c) We must gain additional current gifts and
grants, year by year, simply to keep up
with economic inflation, especially in light
of the fact that current gifts and grants
provide the bulk of operating funds (in
aqdition to tuition) to pay for heat, light,
and telephone and the like, and to underwrite student financial aid.
In view of these needs and commitments, the
Guild's decision to make the Jubilee Year major
project a special one-time gift to support academic departments will be welcomed by faculty
members with "jubilee joy," I am sure. As the
Guild contemplates its part in the next major
fund-raising effort of the University, it is well
to bear in mind how many vitally important
buildings on campus- such as Guild Hall, Gloria
Christi Chapel, Guild Admissions Center- and
how many renovation projects- such as Heritage
Hall and Baldwin Hall- resulted from Guild
projects that were sustained for two-year, threeyear, and (in the case of Guild Hall) even sixyear periods.

3. There shall be intensified measures to enhance
constituency relations and to acquire the
physical plant and financial resources needed
to keep the University healthy and strong.
(Several steps have already been taken to
provide service to University constituencies
through the appointment of the Rev. Karl
Lutze to develop the University's church relations programs.) There are three major aspects of University development to meet
critically important needs and to maintain
and enhance educational and institutional
quality and strength:
a) We need to provide facilities that will
serve the educational needs of students and
faculty better and support the University's
commitment to excellence: a center for
sports and other activities; facilities for
the performing arts (especially music and
drama); a facility to house the humanities
and social sciences faculty; an addition to
or expansion of facilities for the growing
Law School; an art museum to house the
University's growing collection; and a university administrative center.
b) We need to keep moving forward on the
steps taken in the previous decade to build
up endowment funds, which provide necessary annual operating income and which
will help carry out the University Board's
commitment to improve faculty and staff
compensation, which it regards as "a
priority second to none." We have in mind

We rejoice with the Guild in the completion
of the project to provide bells for the Brandt
Campanile. What a fitting sound for the Jubilee
Year. Let the bells ring out!
We are mindful today of former Guild members who have been called to their eternal
home and to those thousands of Guild members
who cannot be with us today. The Great Jubilee
of the future will bring every person who by
faith is a member of Christ's body, the Church,
to the last inheritance, redeemed and glorified
citizens of God's Eternal City, when all the
faithful will be reunited with those from whom
they were once parted by death.
This is what Valparaiso University and the
Guild are all about. The Guild bells of the Brandt
. Campanile now ring out this message. Let it
··ring in our hearts and minds as we leave this
place, singing the song of service to the Lord
and to the University which stands under His
Cross. Yes, let the bells of the Jubilee Year
ring in our lives today, tomorrow, and always.
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PRESENTING
HAWAIIAN JUBILEE
WITH
THE VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUI LD
MARCH

22-29) 1981

"ALOHA KAKOU"
(SPECIAL GREETINGS)

From Hawaii comes this "special gr eeting" t o all Valparaiso Guild members
i n a n ticipation of 1981 ' s celeb ration . Yes , Hawai i is a co rnucopia of
islands ' delights with breathtaking mountains that reach to an unbelievably
blue sky , white sand beaches and bl ue pounding s urf. No better place in all
the world to celeb rate our 50th Anniversar y . We may join our Honolulu Guild
chapter for a party or meeting. Maybe both. Come join us in 1981.
Included in th e Guild program :
Round trip air Chicago/Honolulu includ ing inter-island
Three nights at the beautiful Hilton
Luau on Oahu - Sea Life Park.

Lei greeting .
Cocktail party with hot and cold hors
All transfe rs .
Tips, taxes and gratuities.
Creative Group escorts throughout.
Current pricing app roximately $865.00 - subj ec t to inc rease and fuel s ur charges
in 1981. I nte r ested?
lt t s no t necessa r y to make a financial commitment at thi s time but we mus t
know how ma ny are inte r es t e d in or der to retai n ou r ho tel s pace in Hawaii.

***************************
Yes , we are inte r es t e d in the Valparaiso Unive r si t y Guild "Hawaiian Jubilee."
Pl ea se se nd mo r e information .
Re turn to:
Name

-------------------------------------

Addre ss__________________________________
City , State & Zip_______________________
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Nary Grist
Creative Group, Inc.
P. 0 . Box 1037
Appl e ton, WI
54912
Phone :

414 /739 - 8851

ring in the jubilee year

Jubilee pr

•llltlfllll"""needed for national

Secre~ary

and Treasurer

Convention registration a record

Cookbook sales now provide four $1,000 scholarships
Amen Club establis

''Guild Special" gift divided among mathematics,
24

~iology

and home eco

900 new members join Guild this year

University dedicates Guild's gih of campanile bells

Fun Run brings $9,500 in pledges
t: $50,000 to be divided among 30 academic departments

rJuild to publish golden anniversary history

Art department invites convention to Baldwin Hall
rlun number 229
Midas Touch Bazaar grosses $10,700
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CONVENTION OVER COFFEE

Bev Wick
Bellevue, Washington

its new set of nine bells, stood gleaming wi th
sunlight against those incredible blue skies
and billowy wh ite cumulous clouds that Northern
Indiana produces so readi ly. This was indeed a
fi tting welcome for arriving delegates, ga thering
from twenty-six states and loaded down with
bazaar items, run pledges, ideas to share and
boundless enthusiasm, eager for a glimpse of the
completed campanile, o ne of last year's convention projects.
We greeted one another and renewed acquaintances Thursday evening at Baldwin Hall,
recently restored with the help of Guild funds.
The facu lty and students of the Art Department
"A jubilee shall that fiftieth year be to you."
This passage from Leviticus was chosen as the
theme for the Valparaiso University Guild's anniversary yea r, and the Forty-Ninth Annual
Convention was a fitting inaugural for our
jubilee, in every sense of the word. By definition, jubilee includes not only the thought of
a special anniversary, but also the idea of great
and ex ultant rejoicing, associated with trumpets,
singing and wild shouts. A lthough bells were the
visual and auditory symbol of this convention,
we also had trumpets, singing, and, yes, some
wild shouts!
The Lord blessed us with beautiful September
days, and the Brandt Campanile, complete with

At the refreshment table in the patio of Baldwin Hall's
sculpture garden during the Thursday evening reception.
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proudly led tours of their new home, and we
marveled at the photography lab which replaces the sub-critical nuclear reactor of the
Physics Department in the basement, Professor
Brauer's wall-sized collection of student-designed bulletin covers in the Graphics Studio,
the ingenious use of a grain bin to house the
reduction kiln at the rear of the building, and
the original ceramic mural by Acting Department Chairman Jody Smith w hich covers a
lower-level hallway. Vice President Fred
Kruger and Bill Domke, Physical Plant Director, narrated a slide presentation detailing the

Friends meet at Baldwin Hall reception.

Two hostesses at the Baldwin reception: Ellen Schnabel and
Joanne Albers.

David Peters, and featu ring the music of the
University Handbell Choir under the direction
of Michael Witte. We lifted our voices in the
convention hymn "Oh, Si ng Jubilee to the
Lord," and exulted in the crescendo of musical
praise and th anksgiving, complete with cymbals
and trumpets, wh ich accompa nied the reading
of Psalm 150.
The business of the convention revolved
around the anniversary year projects and ma ny
notes of both thanksgiving and challenge were
sounded. Barbara Maas shared her joy in the
experiences and accomplishments of her term as
president, and urged each Gui ld member to grow
through giving of herself, with gallantry, gusto,

transformation of the building from the teaching of science to the teaching of art, fittingly
illustrating another anniversary theme, that of
building upon the good, sound things of the past
to create possibilities for the future. The Valparaiso chapter served as reception hostesses in
the new Sculpture Garden behind the building,
which spotlights contemporary art amid new
landscaping and old brick pavers, which are
seeing their third use on campus.
Friday morning's Opening Service provided
the occasion for truly joyful celebration before
the Lord, led by Dean Norman Nagel and Vicar

Signing in at Scheele Hall Thursday evening.
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gratitude, and in the grace of God. With grea t
pleasure we resolved that our combined anniversary and project funds will be used to award a
$50,000 Golden Gift, to be div ided amo ng the
thirt y academic departments as a demonstration of our love, good will, and moral support.
Later, during her Executive Director's report,
Betsy reminded us that there is nothing more
important to a university than the morale of its
faculty, and this is a gift that will build up
the students of our university down through
the years, in the same way that the bells of
last year's gift will be heard across the campus
and community throughout the years ahead.

dents of the Guild fondly referred to as the
"Amen Club," the convention affirmed the anniversary projects of the Special Gift Fund, the
Guild Run, Publication of the History Book,
Past Officers' Tea, and the Howaiian Trip.
Jackie Jungemann gave details of the special
drive for one-time gifts in support of the Guild's
work and in honor of its anniversary, and presented a pin to the first donor, Lydia Ohlson.
As at any birthday party, the celebration mood
was contagious, and more and more of these pins
were seen throughout the weekend.
After a lunch break at Alumni Hall, where
the greetings, exchange of ideas, and fellows hip

Vicar Dave Pete.rs, at podium, and University Hand bell Choir, directed by Michael Witte, lead opening devotions.

Treasurer Lois Hoeppner a bit ruefully allowed the fact to be revealed that she was
sharing a birthday with the Guild on that Friday, and brought a light touch to her report
by displaying her birthday gift from the Board,
a Chinese abacus!
Following delightful reports from the Fiftieth
Anniversary Committee, the special past presi-

continued almost non-stop, we regrouped for a
very busy afternoon, during which we were to
complete much of the work of the convention.
The Great Hall was filled to capacity, and many
were seated in additional seats in the West Hall
extension of the room. Necks were craning to
spot delegates from far-flung chapters, including
eleven new ones, as we rose during roll call.
Ginny Amling reported that we are nearly half
way to our goal of fifty new chapters by our
fiftieth year, counting some who have agreed to
organize and those organized but not yet ratified. Later we would resolve to strengthen our
emphasis on growth by creating new positions
to be directly involved with seeking out new
chapters and building up the newest ones.
Calendar Chairman Karen Deske moved
many of us to tears with a slide presentation
featuring photos from the University Archives
which appear in the 1981 calendar, accompanied
by convention themes from past years, prompting Barbara to comment that the new calendar
chairman should plan to come prepared with a

Checldng out the Midas Touch Bazaar.
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campanile bells was heightened by presentations made by Professor Kenneth Mortimer, of
the College of Engineering, and P rofessor
William Eifrig, of the Department of Music.
Professor Mortimer, who was the Clerk of the
Works during construction of the Chapel of
the Resurrection, showed slides he had taken
during its construction, begun in 1956, from the
first stakes driven in the field to the installation of the nine bells in the campanile this
past summer. His diverting commentary kept us

Presidents of new chapters: Karlynn Emanuel, Caroline
Weber, louise Bergdahl, Jan Eilmann, Linda Lohrmann,
Julie Collin and Karen Kiefer (back to camera) talk with
Norma May, right foreground, advisor to new chapters.

box of Kleenex! The 1980 calendar funds were
allocatee! to the Art Department and the Journalism Department, to cover the costs of installing the ceramic mural in Baldwin (which has
been valued by American Olean Tile Company
at $20,000, and was a gift to the University
from the artist, Jody Smith), and to purchase
television recording equipment.
Following the afternoon's reports, our anticipation of the evening's dedication of the

Hoosiers of Area VU gather over box lunches for Saturday
meeting.

chuckling over items such as materials to be
included in an " Instant Chapel Kit" and a
highly amusing, if brief, imitation of the Ch apel
Choir. Although jokingly introduced as the
"Quasimodo of Valparaiso," Dr. Eifrig ended
the afternoon on a thoughtful and poetic note
with his reading of his essay "Bells, Bells,
Bells," which was published in the Winter 1979
issue of the Bulletin.
During the Friday evening "buffet supper"
which turned into a sit-down supper because of
overflow crowds (Hurrah!), Dean Alfred Looman
presented the Guild Scholarship recipient,
Pamela Hack, of Fountain Valley, California.
The meal was presented as a dinner theatre,
and we were treated to an excerpt from Valparaiso University Theatre's timely production
of Bertold Brecht's Gali/eo. The players and
musicians, although two weeks in advance of
opening night, and presenting the play without
costuming, captured our imaginations and inspired our minds, even after our long day, and
the big meal!
In a thoughtful mood, we foll owed a crucifer
in procession from the Union to meet another
procession of choir and clergy from the Chapel
at the base of the luminary-encircled campanile,

Behind the cross 400 of us walk from the Union to the Brandt
Campanile for the dedication of the Guild's gift of bells.
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to formally present and dedicate the nine-bell
chime. It was an indescribably thrilling moment
as Dr. Schnabel completed the dedicatory
service with the words, "Let the bells ring!"
and we heard them individually ring in turn,
filling the crisp night air with their clear notes.
Suddenly they began to chime all together tumultuously, as we joined our own voices with theirs
to sing praise to our Lord. We left the slope
filled with God-given joy as the bells continued
to ring out inspiration for our continuing work
for the University and for the One to whom it
is dedicated.
Saturday began on a similar, but somewhat
less sublime, high note, with the Guild run.
Chairman Janie Lichtfuss had still been taking
late entries on her dinner napkin Friday night,
so infectious was the idea of sharing our celebration in this way! Enthusiastic walkers and
runners stretched and warmed up in the early
morning chill, while a band and lots of nonrunners gathered for a big send-off and a cheering finish . Word spread of Vi Brelje's clever
method of obtaining pledges from seventy-five
different people by means of secret earlymorning messages left on their doorsteps, and
of Ginny Amling's high pledge total. Excitement
built, and at the sound of the starter's gun,
quite a few exultant cries and wild shouts were
heard! Twenty-five minutes later, runners were
returning, most of them still smiling, and no one
had hyperventilated coming up the rise past
the Chapel! Did you really call this the First
Annual Guild Run, Janie?

last chance to shop at the "Midas Touch Bazaar," which carried out our anniversary
"golden" theme. We parted with enough of our
own "gold" for the Guild to strike it rich.
Jan Wozniak announced later in the day that
the bazaar sales had topped $9,600! Items offered for sale were as varied as our chapters,
from Walla Walla's bottled volcanic ash to Bay
State's scrimshaw jewelry.

Linda Lohrmann, president of the new Walla Walla, Washington, chapter, waits for the O'Hare bus with her sister,
Anita Strohschein (back to camera), a senior on campus.

After box lunch meetings with our area directors in Christ College, we reconvened in the
Great Hall to hear Dr. Schnabel's State of the
University address and the reports of the standing committees. Ruth Russler was elected to the
office of President and Ginny Amling and Marty
Mattes to the offices of First Vice President
and Second Vice President, respectively.

Janie congratulates young Fun Run participant.

The California chapters touched the Great
Hall with their very talented hands and by
Saturday evening we were transported to the

The rest of Saturday morning was spent
picking up supplies, cookbooks, calendars and
puzzles, or in special meetings. It also was our
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Important Date Change!
Executive Council Meeting
February 26-28, 1981
abundantly and seeks our willing service. The
sounds of that evening also included the lovely
music of classical guitarist, Trent Williamson,
which fit so perfectl y into the banquet theme.

Speaker Florence Montz, President Barbara Maas and toastmistress Ellen Schnabel meet before the banquet.

Old Mission Trail. T he long tables were decorated with representations of the Old Spanish
Missions, golden California poppies, and Mexican God's-eyes at each place. The head table
was backed by original posters of several of
the missions, and the menu itself was printed
entirely in Spanish, tryi ng the patience and inspiring the imaginations of many members!
Byron Kamp's Food Services were very successful in their interpretation of a Mexican style
meal, given the li mitations of a Midwest campus
kitchen. They even found jicama for the salad
and resurrected Father Serra to distribute almonds! The sounds of any birthday celebration
always include laughter, and we had ample opportunity for that as Toastmistress Ellen Schnabel
delighted us with her gracious presentatio n of
some of our more well known Gu ild "belles,"
despite some gremlins in the projection room!
G uest speaker Florence Montz gave us more
reasons for laughter, but also inspired serious
thoughts, as she spoke from her own rich experience on "Joyful and Un-Joyful Noises and
Un-Noises," always focusi ng o ur attention
back upon the Lord who fills our needs so

Our convention preacher, the Rev. Bernhard Filbert, of
louisville, Kentucky.

After Sunday breakfast with other delegates
and student guests, we were called to worship
by the newly dedicated bells, and were exhorted
by Convention Service Preacher, the Reverend
Bernh ard Filbert, of Louisville, Kentucky, to
continue the unique work of the Gu ild, indeed
of all of God's people, to invest in the future
by giving of ourselves to other people. Strengthened by our sharing of the Sacrament of the
Altar, we separated to begin our homeward
journeys, each determined to bring an echo of
the sou nds of celebration of this convention
back to our individual chapters. We have begun
our Year of Jubilee! Let the bells ring!

Sandy Wambsganss, Sandy Radtke and Joyce Anderson
enjoy Saturday's "California Missions" banquet.
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NEVER IN MY WILDEST DREAMS ...
BY JANIE LICHTFUSS

The third reason I thought of the run was because I believe that running and walking are
probably the best forms of exercise possible.
Can you just imagine Guild women all over the
cou ntry getting in shape for the run and then
finding out how very much they enjoy thei r
walking and continuing to do it even after the
run? Terrific!
The fourth reason for the run was exactly
that for me-the fourth reason. I know that we
as a Guild help provide funds for the University
through our Project Fund. The idea of a pledge
run would fit in wit h that aspect of our purpose.
I would have to admit, though, that in my mind
this was not the most impo rtant reason for the
run. I really felt the most important thing was
to have the Guild fam ily and the University
family doing someth ing together. The pledges
were just a little someth ing extra.

Never in Janie's wildest dreams . . .

"A Guild Run to begin the yea r of celebration
commenorating the 50th an niversary of t he
Valparaiso University Gu ild? What ever made
you think of that?"
What ever did make me think of that? I had
to give that question some thought. There are
several answers.
I guess the first is that I like to run. It is a
happy, exciting time for me when I run . And to
participate in a "run" is even more exciting.
It was this sort of atmosphere that I wanted the
members of the Valpo Guild to share. What
better way to begin the jubilee year tha n to have
Guild members, spouses, friends, students, facu lty and staff join together for a few hours of
just plain fun.
Secondly, the run would also provide for
those w ho did not actively parti cipate a fairlike atmosphere of fun and celebration. This
could be a time for fellowship, for getting to
know others a little better, for relaxing. It
could be a special time for everyone.

The pep band, directed by Professor James Klein, gives the
runners a rousing send-off.
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Planning the run was a very exciting experience. Many of you heard my reports during
campus meetings and know how thrilled I was
with the response of t hose I asked to help.
Some even anticipated my needs. But pla nning
something when you are 1200 miles away from

the location is really something! For instance,
how do you get all the T-shirts t here? I thought
of mailing them- but then thought better of
that. I knew that Vi Brelje was driving through
my area o n her w ay from California to Valpo
and thought about having one of our chapter

They're off! - 229 Guildies, families, friends, students, faculty, staff.

Three generations in the Guild Run: Katherine Oderwald,
left, of the Northern Virginia chapter, with her granddaughter
Susan, and her daughter Virginia Cook.
Clown fun at the Run.
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members meet her somewhere on 1-70-but that
seemed a little risky. Finally, giving up, I
asked Helen Menzel to take one huge, heavy
box with her, and I would take the other. It
would be difficult, but we would make it. Then
on the night before I was to leave, at 10 p.m.,
my phone rang. "Hi, Janie. This is Vi. I'm in
Louisville, Colorado. Do you have anything
.
?"
you would like f or me to ta k e m my car.

..

Two runners from the Buffalo chapter: Audrey Golnick
pushes Norma Mast the e.ntire three-mile course.

And then we come to the matter of the pledges.
Wow! If everyone collects all that has been
pledged, the total will amount to S9,500! Now
that is exciting. But let me tell you something
even more exciting about the pledges. About a
week after I returned home I began to receive
pledge money in the mail. The fi rst day two
letters came. I opened the first one to find a
check in the amount of $845 fo r partial payment of one participant's pledge. That was quite
a thrill. Then I opened the other letter from one
of the student participants. In it was a check
for his pledges. That check was in the amount
of 90q:. That was quite a thri ll, too. I thought
of a place in Matthew where the Lord says,
"Thou hast been faithful over a few th ings, I
will make thee ruler over many things." That
student could have thought that his pledge
would never be missed, but he didn't; and that
simply "made" the entire ru n for me.
So, now the run is over. Things are beginning
to wind down some. I can relax a bit. What's
this? A SS entry fee for September, 1981?
Oooh noo!

At the Run registration table: Jackie Jungemann, Linda
Mcferren, Shirley Honold and Vice President Richard Koenig.

Another problem was how to give students an
opportunity to participate. They had just setteled into their routines and really would not
have a chance to know about or enter the run
much before the actual event. So, trying to
guess how many T -shirts I would need, I ordered 50 more than I had entries for when I left
Colorado. Surely that would be enough. Wrong!
It was evident almost immediately that I would
not have enough. In fact, upon my return to
Boulder, I had to order 50 more. But one of the
very nice things was that not once did anyone
compalin that they did not get a T-shirt immediately. That did not seem to be a problem.
They just wanted to participate in the run.
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The Guild gained 900 new members this year.
The Guild gained 11 new chapters this year.

Help in our search for morel
List below the names and addresses of women who are potential Guild members.

1. Name
Address
City & State --------------------------------Zip,___________
Phone number
(if known)

2. Name
Address
City & State --------------------------------Zip·----------Phone number
(if known)

3. Name
Address
City & State --------------------------------ZiP'----------Phone number
(if known)
Submitted by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Name

Address

City /State/Zip

Guild Chapter

Date

Mail this form to: Carole O'Hare, 2335 Troy Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447.
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Nassau-Suffolk
The annual Nassau-Suffolk Fashion Show
drew double its usual attendance last spring. T he
change that made the difference, reported Florence Kempf, was moving the date from a weekday to a Saturday.

by Bette Galow

Modeling in the Nassau-Suffolk Fashion Show last spring
was Anita Pennekamp Unrath.

AREA I
Buffalo
To celebrate their 45th birthday, and note the
beginning of the Guild's 50th, the Buffalo chapter
hosted its annual din ner meeting on October 20
for members of all western New York chapters.
Ruth Russler, on her first official trip as Guild
president, brought special congratulations on
behalf of all Guild chapters.

Central New Jersey
Picture a gold mesh mo ney bag with gold
drawstrings tucked behind the teapot on the
kitchen shelf or in a night table drawer by the
bed. It might just encourage a Guild member to
save $50 little by little fo r her Guild 50th Anniversary "Golden Gift." That's what the Central New Jersey chapter hoped, as it prepared
these bags for its members to use during the year.
Rochester, New York
While VU Assistant Admissions Director
Mary Selle was in the New York area, the
Rochester Guild hosted a special College Night
Get Together for prospective students and their
parents. Both Rochester members and VU Admissions sent invitations to this event held at
the University Club of Rochester on October 8.

AREA II

Bay State
Scrimshaw- the decor ation and carv ing of
bone-was the intricate talent demonstrated by
artist Don Thomas for Bay State members at
their October meeting. Barb Riethmeier, Area I
Director and a special guest at the meeting,
brought a fu ll report of the Guild's 1980 convention.

Park Ridge
A very attentive audience greeted Betsy Nagel,
Executive Director of the Guild, when she addressed a meeting of the Park Ridge chapter
September 10. Betsy's news of campus and of
VU's plans for the coming years was of special
interest, as 21 of the 22 women present had children cu rrently enrolled at VU.

&
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Norma May, Guild members attended a day-long
program at Redeemer Lutheran Church on Saturday. "Remembrances" of Irma Schmalz, past
national president, "Chapter Chatter" from
Phyllis Schuessler, Area Ill Director, and an
address by Executive Director Betsy Nagel were
highlights of this celebration program. Meanwhile husbands and families had the choice of
enjoying a trip to the Minnesota Zoo in Apple
Valley, to the Burnsville Center or to the Minnesota Twins baseball game at Met Stadium. The
Rev. Dr. Norman Nagel, Dean of the VU Chapel,
was speaker for the Saturday evening dinner and
preacher at Sunday worship at Redeemer. Concluding the weekend's agenda was a Sunday
afternoon trip to the nearby Valleyfair Amusement Park. Minnesota really celebrated this
summer !

Chicago West Suburban
This chapter structures its meetings to include
fellowship, information and fund raising. Their
September meeting brought members together at
a potluck supper; "Women and Law" was the
topic of speaker Anna Bush for their November
meeting, and a fund-raising Christmas Musicale
is set for December 7.
Naperville
When Area II Director Pat Sunderlage visited
the Naperville chapter May 6, she gave chapter
members a "sample talk" about the Guild which
they could use as a program for other groups and
to stimulate membership. Her presentation included a box of Guild treasures- calendars,
cookbooks, Wise Maiden brochures- as well as
a chain of gold Guild paperdolls.

Des Moines
A 1911 VU graduate, Alice May, became a
special honorary member of the Des Moines
chapter at its October meeting. Some chapter
members met Mrs. May by chance this summer
and learned that she had had no contact with her
alma mater in the almost 70 years since her graduation. Contact has now happily been restored!
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Area ll Director Pat Sunderlage's unique Guild "treasure
box."

&&
With pride Allee May of the Des Moines chapter displays
her 1911 VU diploma.

AREA Ill

Greater Kansas City
.
. ,
An evening "dripping with Gemutlzch~ez~
was the description of Greater Kansas Clt~ s
Oktoberfest held October 10. Couples came m
lederhosen and dirndl skirts, dined on bratwurst,

Minnesota Valley
To celebrate the Guild's 50th Anniversary, a
Golden Gathering of Minnesota chapters took
place July 26-27 in Burnsville. As organized by
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planned as a special 50th Anniversary event for
Colorado Guild women. Area III Director Phyllis
Schuessler and Executive Director Betsy Nagel
were special guests, bringing reports on area activities and news from campus.

sauerkraut and applekuchen, and enjoyed polka
dancing and a German songfest.
St. Louis
A radio interview and a presentation about
the Guild Bulletin was the agenda planned by
the St. Louis chapter for Lee Kleinhans' visit
October 17 and 18. As managing editor of the
Bulletin, Lee described the many steps in preparing the magazine for publication to St. Louis
members at their meeting October 18.
On October 17, Area III Director Phyllis
Schuessler, St. Louis chapter president Marj
McCown, past chapter president Ruth Schuermann, and Lee taped an interview for KFUO,
the local Lutheran radio station. Topics discussed included Valparaiso University, the
history and purposes of the VU Guild and the
activities of the St. Louis chapter. More such
radio interviews about the Guild are possible.

Lincoln
Is this a Guild first- a chapter meeting held in
a motor home in three states (Nebraska, Iowa
and M issouri)? Anne Dana, Lincoln president,
described th is unusual occurance last May when
chapter members traveled from lincoln to Cameron, Missouri, to spend the afternoon at the
home of member Dorothea Ernst. While enroute,
they conducted their business meeting and even
found time for a few hands of bridge.
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Boulder
"The newest and most exciting venture we've
done is to hold Christian book parties," reports
Angel Baumhefner, Boulder chapter secretary.
Through a program offered by Concordia Publishing House of St. Louis, Boulder members hold
parties in friends' homes, display books and
other items and take orders. "The books meet a
real need for Christian literature, the parties are
fun for everyone, plus all the proceeds go to
Valpo."
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Welcoming St. louis chapter members to an October brunch
meeting were, left, Area III Director Phyllis Schuessler, St.
l ouis president Marj McCown and hostess Muriel AJbers.

St. Paul
St. Paul members took a trip in spirit to Oberammergau on December 1 through a program
presented by their fellow member Betty Bachman and the Rev. Palmer Ruschke, pastor of
Jehovah Lutheran Church, St. Paul.

AREA IV
San Gabriel
"Acti ve again!" is the report of Dottie Kurtz
San Gabriel chapter president. Working togethe;
on the 1980 Convention Banquet decorations
during the summer and hosting a Tupperware
party in October gave members many opportunities to get reacquainted and plan a successful
new year.

Pikes Peak
Despite snow in the mountains, all four Colorado chapters met together for the first time at a
"Colorado Gathering" November 8. Hosted by
Pikes Peak chapter members, the Gathering was
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Big Valley
explained, "Knowing the similarities and diffe
ences should help us answer questions our fello
Northwesterners may have when we discu
Valpo with them."
Santa Clara Valley
. "Chain invitations" to a cookbook luncheo
m Oct~ber bro ught many friends to this ne'
cha~ter.s fi.rst big event. Members received se\
eral m~JtatJons which they passed on to friend·
Each fnend then passed her invitation on to ar
other who passed it along to another-and so or
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Under Betsy Nagel's watchful eyes, Susan Boyce, left, and
Mary An~ Par~s met to form the Big Valley chapter in Modesto, Califorrua, last spring.

Harbor Lights
Sponsored by the Harbor Lights chapter, an
Oktoberfest brought together Guild members
and VU alumni from the Los Angeles area. The
celebration took place October 17 at the Brown
Bottle of the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company in
Van Nuys.

A picture for their history book-the Santa Clara Valle·
charter members: seated, Eunice Menezes, Ellen Spalding
Penny Schreiber, and standing, Diane Stuenkel, Karlyn1
Emanuel, Clare Machina and Phyllis Wilkendorf.

San Francisco-Bayshore
With food, decorations and a meeting room
provided free by Bay View Federal Savings and
Loan in San Mateo, this new chapter hosted its
first fund-raising event November 1. Ticket sales
for the luncheon were all profit, thanks to Bay
View Federal. Following lunch, Donna Goldfein
entertained Guild members and their guests with
her instructions on "How to Pack a Suitcase."

&&

Puget Sound
"A Comparison of VU and Pacific Lutheran
University (Tacoma, WA)" was the May 13
meeting topic for the Puget Sound chapter. Unofficial and informal points of comparison were
discussed by two chapter members who were in
unique positions to do so- being Valpo alumnae,
parents of current Valpo students and wives of
men on the PLU staff. As president Bev Wick

AREAV

Sheboygan
Featured on the cover of the Sheboygan char
ter handbook this year is the design of the Guild
50th Anniversary "Golden Giver" pin. The ir
side cover continues the theme with a brief e>
planation of this special ann iversary projec
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Milwaukee Afternoon
"Is this piece valuable?" "Is it really an an:ique?" To answer these questions for their members and raise funds, the Milwaukee Afternoon
: hapter held a luncheon and antique evaluation
on October 27. Following a short talk, a local
antique appraiser evaluated pieces brought by
members and guests.

Beloit
Blue, red and yellow bells, just like the "Call to
Guild Convention" bells, make up the attractive
desig n on the cover of the Beloit chapter handbook this year. The bells are cut from colored
tissue paper, printing is done in red and blue ink,
and the entire cover is laminated fo r protection.

M ilwaukee Suburban
"Bring a Guest" night for the Milwaukee Suburban chapter featured a Stretch and Sew style
show. Prior to this November event, mothers of
new VU freshmen were special guests at a meeting September 15, when Linda McFerren, Area V
Director, was the featured speaker.

Welcome new chapters
received at Convention!

AREA VI
Detroit
Think there's nothing new about card parties?
Detroit members held an unusual variation of
this kind of fund-raising activi ty November 716. Each member was asked to host a bridge or
pinochle "Top Score Party" in her home. The
charge was $4 per person. The chapter provided
a prize fo r each table of four as well as two grand
prizes for top overall scores in the bridge groups
and pinochle g roups. Members served a light
meal or dessert.

Old Pueblo
Arizona

Big Valley
Cal ifornia

Channel Islands
California

East Bay
California

Santa Clara Valley
Central Michigan
August 27, 1980-Zion Lu theran Church, Mt.
Pleasant, Michigan, marked the date and place
for the forma l organization of the new Central
Michigan chapter. Special guests from the VU
campus were Betty Gehring and Betsy Nagel.
Betty, professor of violin and concertmaster of
the VU .Civic Orchestra, performed a short program With accompaniment by Area VI Director
r:targa~et Zobel. Betsy Nagel, the Guild's Executive Director, installed chapter officers and related some of YU's plans and programs fo r the
80s.

California

San Francisco-Bayshore
California

Crystal Lake Area
Illino i s

Park Ridge
Illinois

Canton
Ohio

Walla Walla
Washi ngton

Central Michigan

Rochester, Michigan
"Guild ladies are persons who ma ke th .
ha
,
mgs
Ppen, wrote Rochester president Nancy Muelle~ to her members this fall. And they did make
thmgs happen wi th a Yalpofest German dinner
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on October 5 and participation in their church's
Fall Festival in November, sell ing items as a
fund-raising project.

the Monroe chapter is planned for November 24.
The chapter is compiling its own history which
will be presented at meetings during the year.

North woods
Northwoods members "thought metric and
used metric" recipes for their May meeting refreshments. The inspiration for thinking metric
was Kay Hallerberg of Valparaiso who presented
her "Think Metric - Cook Metric" program. Excellent newspaper publicity attracted several
guests for Kay's informative program.

Mt. Clemens District

Weight Watch ers Magazine, in the May 1980
issue, featured winning recipes from its annual
Reader Recipe Contest. The grand prize winner
was Mt. Clemens member Jeannine Krentz. Her
T'N T -Tuna and Tam ale Pie was pictured in fu ll
color on page 26. Jeannine's prize-a 14-day trip
to Kenya.

Berrien County #68
VU's Dean of Admissions and Director of
P lacement, Alfred Looman, was a special guest
speaker at Berrien County's September 10 meeting. Held in the home of Mrs. Malcolm Hatfield
in St. Joseph, the evening included a potluck
supper.

&&

Detroit West
"Gold" was the watchword for the Gold Miners' Luncheon and Card Party hosted by the
Detroit West chapter on October 29. Winners at
the affair struck it rich with prizes of mesh bags
filled with gold foil-wrapped coins.

AREA VII
Ft. Wayne
Water Tower Place in Chicago is a beautiful
high-rise complex of shops, restaurants and
theaters. The Ft. Wayne chapter developed a
special fund-raising event for 45 members and
guests around a visit to Water Tower Place on
October 16. Leaving Ft. Wayne by chartered
bus at 7 a.m., with a brief stop at VU, the group
spent six hours shopping, eating and just looking. Tickets for the trip included a light boxed
supper prepared ahead by Ft. Wayne members
and served in VU's Christ College Refectory.
Betsy Nagel, the Guild's Executive Director,
joined the group for dessert and heard reports
on what everyone bought or didn't buy and why.
The success of this event was confirmed by Margaret Ross as she reported, "Needless to say, another such soiree is already in the plans for next
year."

Delicious aromas of clove, anise, spearmint and cherry wafted
from Ethelyn Cordes' kitchen as these members of the Detroit
West chapter m ade candy for the Midas Touch Bazaar. From
left to right are Catherine Bell, Ethelyn Cordes, Betty Hecht,
Ruth Fischer, Viola Gaertner, Adeline Teichert, Lois Mandeville.

Kendallville
Helen Foehl, a charter member of the Kendallville chapter, was honored June 8 with her
church's Annual Service Recognition Award.
St. John's Lutheran Church recognized Helen
for her dedication, leadership and service to
many church activities, professional organizations and the VU Guild.

Monroe
Guild Grapevine columnist, Eleonora Junke,
reported in the October issue of The Michigan
Lutheran that the 45th birthday celebration of
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of cookie tins covered and decorated with real
frosting.

Valparaiso
When, during Convention, the Valpo chapter
president Mary Ehrenberg, was asked to report
the number of her members in attendance, she
had to find her calculator. Officially, ten members were registered, but unofficially over 60 of
the Valpo members took part, working on registration, housing or the bazaar, hosting the Baldwin Hall reception, or helping decorate for the
Saturday banquet.

Mabel Chittenden's birthday cake looks good enough to eat,
but don't! To find out why, check the LaPorte, Indiana, recipe
in Area VII's Chapter Chatter.

vu

AREA VIII
Canton
Just in time for the 1980 Guild convention,
Ruth Russler installed Canton's very first set of
officers: Jan Eilmann as president, Marilyn Bliese
as vice president, Laurie Fauber as secretary and
Lynn Young as treasurer. Jan, just a few days
later, was then able to share in Ruth's installation
as new national Guild president.
Union County
The beautiful Guild quilt made in 1978 by
Union County members is always d isplayed at
Convention and Executive Council. Now a new
display frame has been devised by the VU Student Union staff to hang the quilt quickly and
more securely. Thus the quilt can now be shown
more frequently to students and visitors to the
VU campus.

LaPorte
Mabel Chittenden created a beautiful 50th
Anniversary Guild birthday cake for her LaPorte
chapter's Annual Card Party October 1. While
it looked delicious, it was for decoration only,
as the recipe for the cake revealed it to be made
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STATE UNIT MEETINGS

WISCONSIN STATE UNIT
The 1980 Wisconsin State Unit Meeting was
held in Madison, Wisconsin, on April 22, at Mt.
Olive Lutheran Church. Ten Wisconsin chapters
were represented.
The morning was filled with news about the
Guild's Golden Jubilee celebration in 1981. National President Barbara Maas reported on ideas,
activities, and challenges in the upcoming 50th
Anniversary. The Executive Council meeting in
February began "Prospecting for Gold": for new
members and for 50 new chapters by the end of
1981. The 1980 Convention will ring in our 50th
year with nine campanile bells, which the Guild
purchased for the University. Barbara encouraged each chapter to make a banner and bring it
to the 1981 convention and to plan a special
event in your own chapter on April 13, 1981, the
Guild's 50th birthday.
Second Vice President Virginia Amling talked
of meeting the challenge of starting 50 new chapters in honor of the Guild's golden year.
Bette Froehlich, national 50th anniversary
chairman, talked of the many special events that
will take place in the Guild's Golden Year. She
encouraged each chapter to review its own history during 1981 and to have a special celebration in April. A trip to Hawaii, March 16-27,
1981, is being organized for Guild members, families and friends.
Executive Director Betsy Nagel shared details
of her trip to the West Coast and the wonderful
news of eight new chapters there.
After lunch and a floral demonstration, our
meeting continued with two workshops: Marilyn
Krueger on Person to Person, and Lee Kleinhans
on membership recruitment.
The entertainment for the afternoon was a
most wonderful music group called the Unkalung Choir. Native to Thailand, the unkalung is
an unusual instrument made of bamboo, and
sound is produced percussively by vibrating
hollow bamboo tubes.
The Merrill chapter extended an invitation to
host the 1981 Wisconsin State Unit Convention.
Pam Lecy, Secretary

INDIANA STATE UNIT
April19, 1980, was a beautiful day with perfect weather to make our trip to Highland a real
joy. President Patricia Muehrer of the Hammond
chapter welcomed us to Redeemer church, where
devotions were led by Gretchen Weerts, Redeemer's Director of Christian Education.
State Unit President Ethel Amodeo presided
over sessions attended by 33 women from the
Fort Wayne, Hammond, Indianapolis, Kokomo,
LaPorte, Mishawaka-South Bend and Valparaiso
chapters.
PLAN NOW TO AITEND YOUR STATE UNIT

MEETING
Indiana: April 25-26, 1981, Rochester (Geneva Center)
Michigan: May 2, 1981, Rochester

Wisconsin: April28, 1981, Merrill

Executive Director Betsy Nagel could not be
with us due to a trip to the west coast in an endeavor to organize new chapters. She sent greetings through Bette Galow, Coordinator of Special Services for the Guild, who told us of Betsy's
organizing new chapters in Walla Walla, Washington, and Portland, Oregon, and then of her
traveling with Area Director Vi Brelje throughout California where they hope to start chapters
in San Mateo, Santa Barbara, San Jose and Modesto and perhaps also in Sacramento, Fresno
and Novato. Bette went on to describe the responsibilities of her position, a new one in the
Guild office.
Lois Hoeppner, representing the National
Guild, installed the newly elected officers: President Ethel Amodeo, Treasurer Alma Gidley and
Director Ruth Lewis.
Area Director Nancy Gahl told us what is
going on within our area and of the importance
of our working on the Person to Person program.·
Following a delightful luncheon served by the
Hammond chapter, the meeting reconvened with
the presentation of a program on Interior Design.
VU Professor Rhea Adgate of the Home Economics Department explained the program in
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Executive Director Betsy Nagel and Fred Kruger,
Vice President for Business Affairs at Valpo.
Betsy brought us up to date on campus happenings and also told us about her two weeks on
the road and the possibility of eight new chapters
throughout California, one in Walla Walla,
Washington, and possibly two in Arizona.
Area Director Margaret Zobel spoke of the
urgency for Christian education, spreading the
Gospel, recruiting students for V alpo ·and also
of the possibility of a new chapter in Mt. Pleasant.
National President Barb Maas told about the
1980 Executive Council meeting and the many
exciting events in store for the 1980 Convention.
She said, "It is with great joy but with humbleness that we look back on the 50 years of the
Guild. We dedicate this celebration to You, 0
Lord."
Vice President Kruger spoke of "Running Valparaiso Behind the Scenes": recruitment, the
largest chore; faculty caring about students; still
the University under the Cross.
A book of the history of the Michigan State
Unit from 1940-62, kept by Mrs. H. Eberline,
was presented to the State Unit.

detail. She was assisted by two students who
told us of their training and experience in the
field.
Since Marian Temme and her husband are
leaving the area, the group gave her a gift in
appreciation of her helpfulness during her years
of service in the Guild office.
Joan Hoch of Kokomo led us in closing devotions.
Martha Doversberger, Secretary

MICHIGAN STATE UNIT
Sixty ladies from the Ann Arbor, Battle Creek,
Berrien County, Detroit, Detroit Suburban West,
Detroit West, Kalamazoo, Midland, Mt. Clemens,
Oakland County, Rochester, Saginaw and Sebewaing chapters attended the State Unit Convention hosted by the Kalamazoo chapter in Zion
Lutheran church on May 7. The trophy and $25
went to Kalamazoo chapter with the largest attendance, and $25 went to Berrien County with
the largest percentage of its membership present.
State Unit President Miriam Misch presided
over sessions in which Elta Bleumlein was elected
secretary and Joan Wuggazer, treasurer.
Among the special guests who spoke to the
convention were national President Barb Maas,

Luncheon entertainment was provided by a
choral group from Kalamazoo Christian High
under the direction of Mr. Wierda.
Valeria C. Schultz, Secretary

LIVING BOOKS MEMORIALS
Omaha NE continued from page 2
Walter E. Schmalz ............ 5.00
Harley Thomsen ............. 5.00
Ronald R. Volk ............. 15.00
Puget Sound, WA
Gary L. Ostby ............... 5.00
William Sepke .............. 15.00
Quincy, IL
Mrs. Emma C. Gerringer ....... 2.00
Dr. Karl W. Haller............ 5.00
Reedsburg, WI
Mrs. Esther Hasse ........... 20.00
Mrs. Alice Meyer ............ 12.00
Rochester, NY
Robert Jennings .............. 5.00
Saginaw, Ml
Mrs. Ann Bemecker.......... 10.00
Ralph G. Bemecker ....... : .. 45.00
Mrs. Emma Chase ........... 15.00
Lydia W. Gau .............. 20.00
Mrs. Martin Klemm .......... 10.00

Otto Muenter .............. 10.00
Mrs. Nicholas Pappas ........ 10.00
Mrs. G.W. Trinklein
(Lydia B.) .................. 15.00
St. Louis, MO
Alice Chapman ............. 20.00
Mr. Ralph Gaebler ........... 20.00
Mrs. John Hohn ............. 25.00
St. Paul, MN
No name .................. 15.00
William Pedersen............. 5.00
Walter E. Schmalz .......... 185.00
Roger Williams ............. 20.00
San Fernando Valley, CA
Mrs. Marie Spitz ............ 15.00
San Gabriel Valley, CA
Sister of
Mrs. Cecil Young ............. 5.00
Shawano, WI
Ervin Beversdorf ............. 5.00
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Lydia Beversdorf ............ 10.00
Harry H. Meyer ............. 25.00
Sheboygan, WI

Mrs. Carrie Johnson ......... 10.00
Valparaiso, IN
Faith Davidsmeyer........... 10.00
Arthur E. Hallerberg ......... 20.00
Mrs. Ruth Kinney ........... 10.00
Carl Looman ............... 25.00
Mrs. Walter Maas ........... 10.00
Miriam Scribner ........... 10.00
Washington, D.C.
Elizabeth Schneider .......... 10.00
Individual
Mrs. Olive Cattau ............ 5.00
Mrs. Arthur C. Gau, Sr. . ..... 10.00
Nora Peterson ............... 5.00
Norman Risjord ............. 10.00
Walter E. Schmalz ........... 35.00
William Sepke .............. 45.00
Total.··············· .. $2,503.00

GUILD GOODIES
Convention Photographer Writes ...
Fresh Pacific Northwest holly to decorate your
home or send as gifts. The Puget Sound Chapter
will ship wreaths or loose holly, prepaid via
United Parcel, anywhere in the country. 18"
wreath, with bow, ready to hang, for $9.50.
Two-pound box of loose holly, $7.25.
Make checks payable to Puget Sound Chapter,
VU Guild and mail orders to:
Mrs. William Bauer
5322 134th A venue SE
Bellevue, Washington 98006

My dear Mrs. Nagel and ladies of the Guild,
Enclosed please find 20 rolls of film shot
at the 1980 convention this last weekend.
It is my hope and fervent prayer that all
the shots come out and that your Bulletin
will be a success.
I also want to use this opportunity to
thank you once aga in for the opportunity
to serve as your photographer this last
weekend . It was an opportunity that I
shall never fo rget. More than the photographic experience and the financi al considerations, my experiences this weekend
were made rich by getting to know the
members of the Guild. The warmth and
openness which they extended to me is
something that I shall not soon forget.
Being in front of such a large group
so much I had a chance to study the faces
in that group. The only word to describe
what I saw is love. Love for the Guild,
love for VU, and, most of all, love for
our risen Saviour, Jesus Christ. I believe
that it is this love and devotion that has
brought you through your first 50 years,
and I pray that this same love may guide
you in the future.
May the Lord be with you all on this
your 50th anniversary and on into the
future. Also, thank you once again for
blessing my life by allowing me td share
in your conventions.

A Valpo apron ideal for Guild garage sales,
coffees, luncheons, etc . A rich brown polyester/
cotton fabric with Valpo appliqued in gold
across the top and with gold top stitching. Neck
strap and back waist tie accommodate all sizes.
Handy three-compartment pocket across the
lower front.
Cost is $4.50 each, plus 50~ for shipping and
handling. Send orders to:
Monna Meyer
5121 Ridgebrook Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
Telephone: 616/ 345-3647

Because He is,
Mark Marimen Wilkins
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GUILD GOODIES
T he sixth edition in the series of imported
Chri stmas ornaments by the Sag inaw Ch apte r has
a frosted white background with th e d es ign of
the Bran dt Campanile and bells in ruby-red on
one side, a nd the University seal a nd date on the
other side. A va ilab le Septembe r 1, 1980.

ORNAMENTORDERBLANK

Number

Year

Total Cost

1980 Ornament $3.50
(University seal, date,
Campanile and bel ls.)
1979 Ornament $3.50
(University seal , date,
Crusader and Shield.)
1978 Ornament $3.50
(University seal , d ate,
Hol ly Leaves and
Alma Mater.)
1977 Ornament $3.50
(University seal, date,
Smoke Memorial Ent rance.)

1980

1976 Ornament $3.50
(University seal, date,
Victory Bells.)
Colors: Red
Blue
Green
Bittersweet

19 75 Ornament $3.50
(University seal, date, Chapel
of the Resurrection.)
Colors: Red
Gold
Total
Shipping and Handling:
1·2 Ornaments $1.50
3·6 Ornaments
2.00
7·12 Ornaments 2.50
TOTAL PAYMENT (Enclose with order)
Send orders to.
Mrs. Elmer P. Simon
2 Mueller Court
Frankenmuth, Michigan 48734
Phone: (517 ) 652 · 2426

1978

1977

Name _____________________________________

Address----------------------------------City _____________________ State - --

- --

Zip -------------------

1975
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GUILD GOODIES

A commemorative plate incorporating the
chapel, campanile and Guild Golden Giver pin
into an original design by Debbie Krautstrunk
of the Geiseman Memorial Chapter will be a
special keepsake of the Guild's Jubilee Year.
The Wilton Armetale Octagonal salad plate
measures 8 7/ 8" in diameter, with the design
cast into the "well" area. Each plate is signed
and numbered by the artist.
Cost per plate is $20, plus $2 for postage and
handling. Make checks payable to Geiseman
Memorial Chapter, VU Guild and send orders to:
Kim Bass
127 Ashland A venue
River Forest, ll 60305

Carry th e Torch T-Shirts are offered by the
Bo ulder chap ter in anticipation of the Guild's
fiftieth anniversary. A gold T-shirt, 100% cotton,
short sleeves, with a torch, and two inscriptions:
"Carry the Torch for Valpo" and "50th Anniversary Valparaiso University G uild 1981." Available in small, medium, large and extra large sizes.
Price: $5 plus $1 for shipping. Order from:
Janie lichtfuss
3180 lane Court
Boulder, Colorado 80303
Telephone: 303/499-3429

A needlepoint triptych in an impressionistic
design of the chancel windows in the Chapel of
the Resurrection is new from the New Orleans
Chapter. The kit includes wool yarn and gold
thread, canvas, a chart and inst ructions with a
colored picture, hinges and a needle. The price is
$20, plus S1.50 for shipping. Available from:
Mrs. l ois W. Oster
1224 Seville Drive
New Orleans, louisiana 70122
Telephone: 504/ 282-6283
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Ind.; Mrs. Dennis (Jean) Coburn, North East Chapter, Pa.;
and Mrs. Earl (Helene) Thiele, Beloit Chapter, Wise.
Members of the Minutes Approval Committee were introduced: Mrs. Lois Oster, New Orleans Chapter, La.; and
Mrs. Bert {Kay) Schulz, Battle Creek Chapter, Mich.
The Convention Reporter was Mrs. Dan (Bev) Wick,
Puget Sound Chapter, Wash.
Mrs. Lydia Ohlson, Nutmeg Chapter, Connecticut, provided a beautiful bouquet of flowers for the podium again.
Barb gratefully acknowledged her gift.

MINUTES OF THE
49th ANNUAL CONVENTION
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD, INC.
SEPTEMBER 26-28, 1980

MINUTES OF THE 1979 CONVENilON
The minutes of the 1979 Convention were approved as
printed in the 1979 Winter edition of the Bulletin.

"A Jubilee shall that fiftieth year be unto you."

Mrs. Roy (Barbara) Maas called the 49th Annual convention of the Valparaiso University Guild to order at 10:17
a.m. in the Great Hall of the University Student Union.
The Rev. Dr. Norman Nagel called the assembly to worship, accompanied by a roll of cymbals and blare of trumpets.
Vicar David Peters based his homily on Lev. 25: 7-11. The
Chapel of the Resurrection handbell choir rendered several
numbers, under the direction of Mike Witte. Other musicians
who participated were Denny Paulson-Thorpe, John Weber,
Mark Keiselberg and Jay Schafer.
Mrs. Norman (Betsy) Nagel introduced the people who
took part in the devotions and thanked them. (The set of
handbells for the Chapel was completed by the Guild.)

TREASURER'S REPORT
The Treasurer, Mrs. Delmar (Lois) Hoeppner, gave the
following corrected report, calling attention to an error in
the printed agenda:
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER
July 1, 1979-June 30,1980
BALANCE ON HAND-July 1, 1979

$9,550.07

RECEIPTS:
Current Fund ........................... $15,482.75
Project Fund ............................ 79,580.95
Guild Special............................. 1,160.00
Cookbook Proceeds ...................... 14,579.74
Anniversary Funds ........................ 1,180.00
Celebration Cards .......................... 960.00
Interest Earned ............................. 671.90
Return of Cookbook advance ................ 1,000.00
Calendar Proceeds ........................ 3,174.51
Total Receipts
$117,789.85
$127,339.92
Total Cash Available

BUSINESS SESSION
The President of the Valparaiso Chapter, Mrs. Mary Ehrenberg, welcomed the convening women to campus on behalf
of her chapter and said, "It is a super season to be a Guildie."
Barb Maas introduced the National officers and Parliamentarian. The following Past Presidents and Executive
Secretary were present and Barb thanked them for coming:
Mrs. Walter (Emma) Hoppe, Mrs. William (Louise) Drews,
Mrs. Frederick (Irma) Schmalz, Mrs. Louis (Wilma) Jacobs,
Mrs. Fred (Bette) Froehlich, Mrs. Gene (Lynn) Bahls, Mrs.
Hershel (Beata) Madoerin, Mrs. Armin (Janie) Lichtfuss,
Mrs. John (Jackie) Jungemann and Mrs. C. R. (Sophia)
Heidbrink.
Special guests Mrs. Robert Schnabel, First Lady of Valparaiso University; Mrs. Jessie Hiller, Coordinator of
University Band and Choir tours; Mrs. Florence Montz,
past president of International Lutheran Women's Missionary League, and Barb's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Strombeck, were introduced to the assembly.
The presidents, or their representatives, of the 11 new
chapters were introduced as follows: Mrs. Steve (Louise)
Bergdahl, Old Pueblo Chapter, Tucson, Ariz.; Mrs. Julie
Vanderhoff, for Miss Kathy Borgman, Channel Islands
Chapter, Santa Barbara, Cal.; Miss Judy Amodeo, East Bay
Chapter, Oakland, Cal.; Mrs. Edgar Weber, San FranciscoBayshore Chapter, San Francisco, Cal.; Mrs. Gary (Karlynn)
Emanuel, Santa Clara Valley Chapter, San Jose, Cal.; Mrs.
Julie Collins for Mrs. Elmer (Polly) Busch, Park Ridge
Chapter, Chicago, Ill,; Mrs. Wayne (Karen} Kiefer, Central
Michigan Chapter, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.; Mrs. John (Linda)
Lohrmann, Walla Walla Chapter, Walla Walla, Wash.;
Mrs. Dorothy Lobitz, for Mrs. Terry (Nancy) Flynn, Crystal
Lake Chapter, Crystal Lake, Dl.; and Mrs. Douglas (Mary
Ann} Parks, Big Valley Chapter, Modesto, Cal.; and Mrs. Irv
(Jan) Eilmann, Canton Chapter, Canton, Ohio.
All the people who were at convention for the first time
were asked to rise; there were many. All the "old" standbys
were asked to rise so everyone was recognized and thanked
for coming.
INTRODUCTION OF CONVENilON COMMITIEES
Members of the Resolution Committee were introduced:
Mrs. Nelson (Vera) Doty, Chairman, Kendallville Chapter,

DISBURSEMENTS:
Valparaiso University
Current Fund ......................... $11,612.06
Project Fund .......................... 42,605.00
Guild Special ........................... 1,160.00
Cookbook Scholarship .................. 14,500.00
Celebration Cards ........................ 960.00
Calendar Proceeds ....................... 3,174.51
Total to Valparaiso University ......... $74,011.57
Administration Expense................... 2,922.87
Travel: Administration .................. 12,622.34
Travel: Chapter Presidents ............... 18,454.37
Printing and Stationery ................... 1,217.50
Bulletins .............................. 7,886.34
Miscellaneous ............................. 90.64
Gifts and Memorials....................... 292.30
Chapter Development Project .............. 2,438.59
Senior Women's Dinner .................... 314.31
Anniversary Fund Expense .................. 414.76
Cookbook Sales Tax ....................... 79.74
Total Cash Disbursements ........... $120,785.33
CASH BALANCE, June 30, 1980 ............... 6,554.59
Composition of Cash Balance:
Certificate of Deposit .................... $4,000.00
Checking Account ....................... 1,388.93
Savings Account ........................ 1,165.66
Total .............................. $6,554.59
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Allocated:
Anniversary Fund ...................... $4,315.31
General Funds .......................... 2,239.28

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the remainder of the
50th Anniversary Fund be designated as the
initial contribution toward a project to be
determined at the 1981 convention.
The motion was seconded and adopted.

Total .............................. $6,554.59
Lois Hoeppner
Treasurer

50th ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE REPORT
Bette Froehlich gave the following report: 44 Welcome to
our birthday party, a very warm welcome. Many of you have
planned for a week, a month or .two or perhaps just for a
few days for a very important occasion, a birthday, an anniversary, a wedding or some special day. We have been
planning for this day and this year for over three years.
When it came time for me to pick my committee it seemed
only natural that it be composed of those ladies who had
worked and dreamed dreams for the Guild through the past
years. And so the 50th Anniversary Committee was made up
of the past national presidents and executive directors of
the Guild and I'd like them to stand at this time and for you
to join me in a round of thanks for their ideas, work and
support during these three years.
"As with you, when your special day came, it is time to
sit back now and enjoy the fruits of the planning. But there
are just a couple of things that I'd like to have you updated
on. One is the Valpo Guild Hawaiian Jubilee Trip to the 50th
state. In your folder is a sheet with information on the trip
and telling you that there still is room if you care to come
along. I have been informed that the fares will be going up
October 1, and if you are ticketed prior to that, you will
save some money. If any of you have any questions with regard to the trip, will you please see me later. The Honolulu
chapter has invited us to a Pu Pu and Wine party one evening at the home of Mary Hoffmeier.
"Janie Lichtfuss will be reporting on the Run later this
afternoon. And to conclude the report I'd like to have Irma
Schmalz give us a History report and Jackie Jungemann an
update on the 50th Anniversary Special Gifts Program."
Mrs. Frederick (Irma) Schmalz told of the progress being
made on the publication of the new history book. She related her report to a comic strip in which the history is
called the "old SO year history." She took exception to that
and said, "Old SO year? No, it is SO years of golden history;
SO years of blessings under God." The new history, which
was authorized at convention of 1979, will be available in
February, 1982. Mrs. James (Paula) Sauer and Mrs. Theodore (Lee) Kleinhans are the other two committeemen. Irma
announced that the History committee will meet on Saturday morning and also, that the Executive Board has made a
formal application to the Aid Association for Lutherans
(AAL) for a substantial sum of money to help pay the cost
of printing the history book. The committee is determined
to produce a golden book of Guild history.
Mrs. John (Jackie) Jungemann gave the following report:

Verbal report continues: "Even though the voucher for
travel reimbursement states that checks are to be picked up
before the end of the convention, we will not be distributing
the payments now, but will mail them later. They should be
mailed by October 8. By that time I should have this thing
figured out. The voucher form has been inserted in the packet of the official representative of each chapter. If you do
not have the form, I have them available.
"It is the lot of the treasurer to be the official nagger of the
Guild. We cannot stress too often the necessity of monies
being forwarded from the chapter to the national treasury
promptly. The dues particularly are to be forwarded as received, and the Guild Special is to be sent in February, but
if you note in the agenda that your chapter did not forward
the $10 for the past year, it is still not too late!
"The Project monies are deposited in a savings account
for as long as possible. They are forwarded to the University
in February and June. The chapters should forward proceeds
from their local projects as soon as the profits are determined.
"Are there any treasurers here as chapter representatives?
If so, I'm nagging you! Presidents and Board members, take
the responsibility for making sure your treasurer is fully
informed.
"Barb, you may now call for questions."
AUDITOR'S REPORT
The Secretary, Mrs. Franklin (Joan) Hofmeister, read the
Auditor's report and moved adoption of the same. It was
seconded and approved.

50th ANNIVERSARY FUND RESOLUTION
Lois Hoeppner read the following resolution:
WHEREAS: A 50th Anniversary Fund was established at
the 1979 convention, and,
WHEREAS: This year, 1980-81, is the 50th Anniversary of
the Valparaiso University Guild; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED: That the regular project fund be combined with the 50th Anniversary Fund to be used for
the 50th Anniversary Project which will be determined
by this convention.
Lois moved adoption of the resolution. It was seconded
and adopted.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
The President was introduced by the 1st Vice President,
Mrs. D. W. Russler. {The President's report will be found
elsewhere in the Bulletin.)
50th ANNIVERSARY PROJECT RESOLUTION
The 50th Anniversary project resolution was read by Vera
Doty who moved adoption of the resolution:
WHEREAS: This Jubilee Year of the Valparaiso University
Guild is a year of great celebration and praise
to God for His great blessings on this beloved
University and Guild, and,
WHEREAS: We wish to celebrate this Jubilee by sharing
His blessings with faculty and students;
therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED: That, in commemoration of the 50th
year of the Valparaiso University Guild, the
first fruits of the GuUd's efforts be shared by
dividing $50,000 among the thirty (30) academic departments of the University, and,

50th ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM OF SPECIAL GIVING
44
Madam President, Officers, Executive Director and Members of the Guild:
At the February, 1980, Executive Council meeting plans
were announced for a special fund drive in honor of the
Guild's 50th Anniversary.
"The plans as presented stated that:
The Valparaiso University Guild 50th Anniversary Special
Gift Program
1) is an opportunity for anyone to make a one-time contribution of $50 or more to the Guild in recognition of SO
years of service to Valparaiso University and as an indication of support and encouragement to the Guild to continue its work in the future;
2) will begin with the September, 1980, convention and will
end at the close of the September, 1981, convention;
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light for the University wherever and whenever it is at work.
"We invite you, as a special friend of Valparaiso University and the Guild, to celebrate with us on the occasion of
our 50th year. May God bless our efforts in this special
endeavor. Congratulations, V.U. Guild."

3) will raise monies to be used for a specially designated
gift to be determined prior to the September, 1980, convention;
4) is designed in such a way that all chapters and members
can actively participate in the program as well as solicit
contributions.
"And now, it is September, 1980, Guild convention and
we are ready to begin. Are you?
"Let us take a few minutes to make sure that we all understand the details and goals of the program.

Jackie called Mrs. Lydia Ohlson to the stage to receive
the first gold pin as Lydia was the first person to contribute
SSO. Bette Froehlich received the second pin, and Barbara
Maas, the third pin. Jackie said she had 1,000 more pins with
her; make checks payable to Valparaiso University Guild 50th Anniversary. A question was asked regarding matching
funds from corporations. Jackie will provide that information in the Bulletin. (Editor's note: The subject of matching
gifts is still under study.)

"First of all, the program is open to everyone: friends,
neighbors, relatives, congregation members, alums, parents,
businesses, corporations, pastors, teachers, husbands,
children, anyone who uses the cookbooks, etc. And it is only
a one-time gift. No pledge-no long commitment-no annual
donation- just a special expression of encouragement and
support on the part of the giver for the work of the Guild
and Valparaiso University.

COMMENDATION OF THE 50th ANNIVERSARY
COMMITIEE
Jean Coburn moved adoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS: For the past two (2) years the Past National
Presidents, under the able leadership of Bette
Froehlich, have given tirelessly of their time
and talents to serve as the special 50th Anniversary planning committee.
WHEREAS: Many exciting plans have been formulated to
observe the year of the jubilee, and,
WHEREAS: Many special projects have been introduced
to increase our project fund for this special
year of thanksgiving, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED: That the members of the Valparaiso
University Guild affirm the following projects
and activities in recognition of its 50th Anniversary: the Special Gifts Program, The Guild
Pledge Run; pubUcation of the History Book;
the Past Officer's Tea; and the HawaUan
JubUee Trip; and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That gratitude be expressed
for all the efforts that the past National Presi·
dents have put forth in the planning and execution of the 50th Anniversary projects and
activities.
The resolution was seconded and adopted.

"A specially designed Guild pin will be given to each giver
to be worn as a symbol of such support and encouragement.
"We talked about special ideas for collecting our own
gift. Please share with us your method for saving those
pennies, dimes, fifty-cent pieces so that we can encourage
others to try your way of saving.
"The monies collected thru this special gift will be distributed among all academic departments of the University
for the enhancement of their individual programs. Won't
that be a marvelous selling point when you invite someone
to give. (Give example) No favoritism-no one program or
special department receiving all the funds, rather each and
every department a recipient of a portion of the gift.
"Our goal is to receive as many special anniversary gifts
as possible during this year of celebration. If each of us
carries the contribution envelope with us thru the year and
takes every advantage of opportunities to ask people for a
gift, then we will reach our goal.
"How do we ask people to give? By using the specially
designed contribution envelope which explains why the gift
and where the donation will be used. This is the only piece
of promotional literature which is needed. Invite friends to
give and hand them a contribution envelope to use for their
donation. Upon receipt of the envelope in the Guild office,
the treasurer will send a thank-you receipt and pin to the
donor.
"Envelopes will be available for you to use this weekend
and for you to carry back to your chapter. Contribution
envelopes will also be included in the Winter Bulletin, and
extra supplies will be sent to each chapter treasurer.
"We are all set-We hope you are, too!
"At this time we would like to give each of you a contribution envelope. Donations will be received and pins
distributed at or near the registration desk during convention.
"Checks should be made payable to VU Guild-50th Anniversary or we will gladly accept 50 singles, 100 fifty-cent
pieces or your bag of change in whatever way you've been
doing your special collecting.
"One idea to consider yourself and to suggest to others is
tc give the Guild anniversary gift in honor of your mother
or father or special friend. Honor a dear one at Christmas
by contributing a gift in her name.
"However, in whatever way and whenever we promote
this program of special giving in honor of the Guild's 50th
Anniversary, let us keep in mind that for 50 years the Valparaiso University Guild has been an integral part of the
support system of Valparaiso University. With the development of chapters throughout the United States, the Guild
has been able to spread its mission, shining as a strong

ELECTION OF OmCERS
Janie Lichtfuss, chairman of the nominating committee,
introduced all the candidates on the slate: Ruth Russler
for President; Mrs. Arthur (Virginia) Amling, Mrs. Jeffrey
(Norma) May and Mrs. Peter (Lynne) Glick, for 1st Vice
President; Mrs. Ralph (Marilyn) Krueger, Mrs. Joseph
(Marty) Mattes and Mrs. Kenneth (Linda) McFerren for 2nd
Vice President.
Each candidate was asked to write her answer to a question
in advance. Each answer was read.
The secretary read Article VII, Section 2c, pertaining to
nominations from the floor. Since there were no further
nominations, the president declared the nominations closed.
The secretary read Article VII, Section 3, which pertains
to voting.
IDection of officers proceeded.
ELECTION OF NOMINATING COMMI'ITEE
Since there will be an election of Secretary and Treasurer
at convention in 1981, a nominating committee was elected.
The following women were nominated: Lois Brenner, Mt.
Oemens, Mich.; Luella Ansorge, Omaha, Neb.; Beata
Madoerin, Omaha, Neb.; Lois Brandt, Milwaukee Suburban,
Wise.; Marie Mast, Buffalo, N.Y.; Barbara Riethmeier,
Rochester, N.Y.; Mary Ehrenberg, Valparaiso, Ind.; Marge
Kuehnert, Milwaukee, Wise.; and Maxine Schlifke, Mishawaka-South Bend, Ind. The assembly was instructed to vote
for no more than five candidates. Since there were no
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further nominations, the nominations were closed.
A woman asked if the nominees had to be on the Executive
Council. The answer was not absolutely necessary, but it
was advisable so they could meet again in February at the
Executive Council meeting if necessary. Another woman
asked for the definition of the Executive Council. The
President answered that all the women on the roster, Past
Presidents and Executive Directors, national officers, Chairmen of Standing and Special Committees, State Unit Presidents, Area Directors and Chapter Presidents make up the
Executive Council.
The election of the Nominating committee proceeded.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
The gift of a Celebration Card was given to Betsy Nagel
on the occasion of her fifth anniversary as Executive Director of the Guild from the whole Guild membership. She
gave the report that is found elsewhere in the Bulletin.
RESOLUTION ON RECOGNITION OF NEW CHAPTERS
Helene Thiele read the following resolution and moved
adoption of same:
WHEREAS: A primary purpose of the Valparaiso University Guild is to create and develope a continued interest in Valparaiso University as an
institution of Christian higher learning, and,
WHEREAS: The devoted efforts of representatives of the
Valparaiso University Guild have resulted in
the organization of eleven (11) new chapters:

"For me as Coordinator of Area Directors and for the
eight directors themselves, these have been months of apprenticeship and industry and of digging down deep wherever
there was so much as a glint of that yellow stuff.
"It is with a great deal of pleasure that I am able to report that our efforts have started to produce results. Counting our "nest egg" of 5 new chapters which received their
charters at convention last year, plus the 2, Park Ridge and
East Bay, that we recognized at Council in February, plus the
9 more who will receive their charters at this convention,
we soon wi1l have gained a grand total of 16 new chapters
so far toward those golden 50-only 34 more to go!
''The first hundred years are the hardest, they say, and I
believe that this saying holds true for the first 25 chapters.
"I met on Thursday afternoon with all of the Area Directors. I had asked them to evaluate these past months by
placing a clean sheet of paper where they would see it most
often-on the kitchen counter, on the washing machine, in
the family room, or on their steering wheel-:then to write
down every thought they had about all aspects of the A D
program ... 'the good and the not-so-good, the achievements
and the failures, the orchids and the brickbats, and the haws,
whys, and wherefores of them all'.
"Well, they followed through beautifully, and we had one
of the most productive and vibrant AD meetings I have ever
experienced. That hour and 45 minutes went by so fast and
the ideas were springing up so profusely that nobody wanted
to leave when it was time for dinner- but we did.
"As a result of in-the-field experiences and in direct consequence of this meeting, we have suggested some adjuncts
to the Area Director program which should expedite and
streamline the whole area program and make it more cohesive.
''We are proposing the appointment of a chairman of new
chapter development, whose duties will involve the seeking
out of clusters for new chapters and the setting up of contacts and initial meetings.
"Another need was expressed in the matter of new chapters
already formed. As you may recall from your own chapter's
beginnings, it's a little scary, really a lot scary, to peer down
the tunnel of that first year and not to know what's going to
jump out at you or land on you before you get to the daylight at the end.
''We are suggesting the appointment of a national advisor
of new chapters to shepherd these fledglings along the way.
From what I hear, they will all welcome her with open arms.
"In addition, in the matter of chapters who are 'holding'
or fading, we must develop together a thorough program of
exhausting every avenue of revival before we let these chapters go. Fortunately, those 'holding' are not numerous, and
we are giving a great deal of thought to new efforts to help
weakened chapters and to prevent this misfortune in others.
"Our Area Directors have been energetic, industrious,
and innovative, with chapter correspondence, chapter
visits, new chapter attempts, new chapter successes, and, yes,
some disappointments along the line.
"As I introduce each Area Director, I will ask her to stand
while I review her area year.

Crystal Lake Area, Illinois
Old Pueblo, Arizona
Channel Islands, California
Walla Walla, Washington
San Francisco-Bayshore, California
Central Michigan
Canton, Ohio
Santa Clara, California
Big Valley, California
Park Ridge, Illinois
East Bay, California

/

BE IT RESOLVED: That the membership of the following
chapters be affirmed by the Valparaiso University Guild:
Crystal Lake Area, Illinois
Old Pueblo, Arizona
Channel Islands, California
Walla Walla, Washington
San Francisco-Bayshore, California
Central Michigan
Canton, Ohio
Santa Clara, California
Big Valley, California
Park Ridge, Illinois
East Bay, California
and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Guild joyfully
welcome the eleven new chapters.
The resolution was seconded and adopted.
The Executive Director gave a charter and a gavel to the
president (or her representative) of each of the new chapters named in this resolution, as President Maas called their
names.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR OF
AREA DIRECTORS
Mrs. Arthur (Ginny) Amling, 2nd Vice President and Coordinator of Area Directors reporting: "Seven months
have passed since that dynamic day when we all declared
our intentions to strike out for those mountains of gold
and to stake out for ourselves 50 golden new chapters.

AREA I, Barb Riethmeier, Penfield, N.Y. All chapters in
Area I are in good standing to date. Huntsville, Alabama, is
the latest possibUity for a new chapter. Marty Mattes scheduled an organizational meeting there on September 21.
AREA II, Pat Sunderlage, Elgin, Ill. Two new chapters were
added in Area II. They are Park Ridge, ID., and Crystal
Lake Area, lll. The Crystal Lake Chapter is a relocation of
the Hiawatha chapter, giving it a new geographical center.
Several new areas are being looked at in the Chicago area.
AREA m, Phyllis Schuessler, Sunset Hills, Mo. A major
Guild breakthrough was accomplished when Phyllis helped
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And the pleasure which each AD has expressed in her work
is, I am sure, mutual with the organization as a whole.
"We give thanks to God for His blessings on all of our
past endeavors; we ask His continued blessings on our ongoing work for Valparaiso University; and we wish Godspeed to Pat, Vi, Nancy and Carole."

organize a new chapter in Houston, Texas, on Sept. 14.
Opening the gates of the Southwest to the Guild has long
been our goal. Phyllis says that Albuquerque, Dallas, and
Sante Fe will be her next goals. Area III also has the honor
of holding the first 50th anniversary celebration, with the
weekend Guild Golden Gathering for the whole state of
Minnesota in July. Colorado plans a similar festival in November. Area III is the largest geographically, and Phyllis
has logged many miles for the Guild. If she keeps this up,
she'll log us right up to a brand new area!
AREA IV, Vi Brelje, Orange, Calif. I wish I had a set of
cherubim and seraphim or four golden trumpets to blare a
fanfare from the four corners of this great hall, to herald
the wonders that this Area Director has performed! Nine
new chapters during her two-year term; 8 of these in this
past year! The latest to be added are Channel Islands, Santa
Barbara; San Francisco-Bayshore; Santa Clara Valley; Walla
Walla, Washington; Big Valley, Modesto, Calif.; Portland,
and the San Gabriel NW chapter was reactivated.
"And as if that weren't enough, on her way to convention
with her car full to the sun-roof with banquet decorations,
Vi made a stop in the Las Vegas area to try to add one more
nugget to the pile.

CALENDAR COMMITTEE
Mrs. Dean (Karen) Deske gave the following report:
"Would everyone please rise ... smile ... look around.
Who are these ladies and why are they smiling? These are
the ladies of the Valparaiso University Guild and they are
smiling because they just sold 4,900 Guild Memo Calendars.
You did it. Thank you all so very much. To see just what
our efforts have accomplished, let's look at the financial
report.
RECEIPTS:
Receipts for 1980 Calendars ................ $4,922.62
Interest earned .............................. 80.78
Total Receipts ......................... $5,003.40
DISBURSEMENTS:
Wayne Printers, 4,900 Calendars ............. $1,679.00
Wrapping charge ............................ 10.00
Postage ................................... 66.36
Cover Design Contest ........................ 25.00
Lettering material for art work ................. 27.49
Public and Alumni Affairs-photography ........... 4.00
Envelopes, tape .......................... ·~

AREA V, Linda McFerren, Madison, Wise. Linda has been
working steadily on gaining new chapters in LaCrosse and
Green Bay. In Milwaukee a group of young alumnae has
decided to form a chapter, to be known as the Milwaukee
Golden Gems.
AREA VI, Margaret Zobel, Port Huron, Mich. (recently of
Saginaw). Margaret and our national secretary, Joan Hofmeister, laid the groundwork for a new chapter in Mount
Pleasant. Then Margaret and Betsy signed, sealed, and delivered it in July so that we can welcome the new Central
Michigan chapter at this convention. The Michigan State
Unit met in Kalamazoo in May. With these activities and
chapter visits, Margaret and family managed to move, lock,
stock and barrel, from Saginaw to Port Huron-and you'd
never know it if you hadn't heard it here!
"Many of you have experienced the joy of having one
chapter be instrumental in the forming of a second, or
daughter, chapter. Area VI can go this one better. The Saginaw Chapter helped to form the daughter chapter in Midland.
Then the Midland chapter had its own "daughter" when one
of its members moved and started Central Michigan. So,
recently grandmother Saginaw took up a collection at a
meeting and sent a congratulatory $71.00 to its new granddaughter, Central Michigan!

Total Disbursements .................... $1,828.89
1980 Calendar profit as of fiscal year ........... $3,174.51
"And now for 1981. Special thanks go to 87 chapters who
as of this date have ordered 3,605 calendars. That means
1,395 are available for you to take home. If your chapter
hasn't ordered yet, please be sure to do so. Orders are welcome all year and can be taken on consignment. Remember
the formula for the 50th. Everyone needs two calendars.
One to keep and one to give away to that prospective
Valpo student or Guild member. $3.00 is such a small price
to pay for the good that could come.
"While working on the 1981 calendar I spent a lot of time
thinking about the number SO. 50 years- our 50th anniversary. What does it mean? For me it means 50 calendars.
50 years is much easier to say than 600 months, and still
easier than 18,250 days. And yet day by day is how we live.
The day is the package in which we store our memories.
"The place for package storage at Valpo is the Archives,
where I spent some time this past year. While working in
that wonderful quiet room with all the neat little grey
boxes and filing cabinets with the little white labels, I began
to feel like I was in a time capsule floating backward in space.
I began to feel that I was walking into one or two of those
18,250 days and getting to know a few of the thousands of
people who pop in and out of the pages of University and
Guild history. It was a wonderful feeling. You may not have
known it but I met many of you there. For some it was the
only place I would ever meet them. It was a feeling I'd like
to share with you now. Come to the Archives with me.
(A slide talk followed in which many of the photos used
in the 1981 calendar were shown. These slides are available
with a script for your chapter to use. Write to Karen Deske,
112 Wood Ridge Dr., Dunlap, IL 61525. Enclose your Chapter name, your name and address and the date on which you
plan to use the slides. They will be mailed to you C.O.D.
Charge should be small as the package is small. Script will

AREA Vll, Nancy Gahl, lndianapolls, Ind. Nancy has really
been working hard in the areas of Elkhart-Goshen and Plymouth-Warsaw. So far her dreams have not materialized,
but we have by no means given up hope. The Indiana State
Unit met in May in Hammond.
AREA VID, Carole Blldstein, Coshocton, Ohio. A new chapter in Canton, Ohio, is the latest development in Area VIII.
Ruth Russler helped them get started. Cleveland South,
says Carole, will soon be ready to organize. This will be a
nice starter for the next Area Director. Columbus and
Toledo are being studied for the future.
"The four Area Directors whose terms are ending are Pat
Sunderlage, Vi Brelje, Nancy Gahl and Carole Bildstein.
In these past two years they have worked very hard to promote the Guild in their areas. It has been a real joy to work
with them. May God go with them as their talents continue
to be available for the Guild.
"It is virtually impossible to overemphasize the role of
the Area Director in the work of the Guild. They are that
vital link between the local and the national Guild. As an
arm of the Guild the Area Director program is indispensable.
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be mailed separately.)
CALENDAR FUND RESOLUTION
The secretary read the following resolution and moved
its adoption:
RESOLVED: That the 1980 Calendar Fund, amounting to
$3174.51, be allocated to purchase ------------------·
The resolution was seconded and adopted.
President Maas explained the use of a blank in a resolution and stated there would be two choices for filling the
blank. (The two choices each have two parts, not to be
separated.} The choice which received a majority vote would
fill the blank and then the resolution with the choice named
would be voted on again. She called on the 1st Vice President to read the two choices and explain them:
1. The installation costs of the ceramic wall which Prof.
Jody Smith made, in Baldwin Hall, total of 5874.71; and, a
TV-monitor with playback capabilities for the Journalism
Department for about $1900.
2. A laminating machine for the Department of Education for about $1200, and the remainder of the fund to be
used for a portable sound system for the Student Union.
Voting on the choices resulted in the first choice, ceramic
wall and TV-monitor, clearly receiving a majority vote.
President Maas re-read the resolution, filling the blank
with the ceramic wall in Baldwin Hall and TV-monitor for
the Journalism Department. The resolution was adopted.

"It's not too late to send in your confirmand lists. Too
many of us put it off last spring, and we have not received
lists from all of you. If you are wondering why I am tying
this string around my finger, it's because I want to remember
to send all our confirmand lists from our chapter. Tomorrow
when you pick up your Person to Person materials, I am
going to tie a string around your finger too, and I want you
to leave it there 'till you have called each one of your key
women, telling them, 'Mail in your church's confirmand list
for this year.'
"In the sermon on the Mount, Jesus said, 'If a man forces
you to go with him one mile, go two miles.'
"The Romans had a law in those days stating that a soldier
could force someone to bear his burden for him, but only
for one mile. You recall how Simon of Cyrene was pressed
into service carrying Christ's cross on the way to Calvary?
Jesus' point was that as His followers, He expects us to go
that extra mile: That is what true Christian commitment
really is.
"Many of you have gone that extra mile. You have sponsored bus trips to campus. You have held coke parties for
recruiting. You have brought students to campus with you.
I could go on and on; suffice it to say, I am proud of you
and I thank you!"
GUILD RUN CHAIRMAN
Janie Lichtfuss' opening statement was one of jubilation
and disbelief, "Never in my wildest dreams did I think the
Run would be so well received! There are over 200 people
registered to 'run, walk or crawl.' Some of the runners have
over $600 worth of pledges. There is one Boston Marathon
runner, many students, lots of walkers.''
Janie gave instructions to the participants: Pick up packets between 6:30 and 8:00 a.m., on the lawn between the
Union parking lot and Deaconess Hall. The packet contains
a RunT-shirt, a safety pin, a numbered patch and a free
coupon from Burger King. Runners are to take pledge sheets
with name and address, total number of pledges and total
amount of money pledged, to the registration table. Runners are to line up according to their anticipated completion time; then at the sound of the starting gun, run the
course, come back and pick up their place numbers. There
are 12 trophies to be awarded.
Pledge money should be sent to Janie within 2 weeks.
SLIDES OF CHAPEL CONSTRUCTION
Prof. Kenneth Mortimer was introduced as the "Historian
of the Chapel.'' He is a professor in the engineering department. His presentation began with a picture of the bare
ground where the Chapel of the Resurrection now stands and
ended with a picture of the completed building, with all
stages of construction in between. The presentation was
very well received by the women at convention.
BELLS, BELLS, BELLS!
Prof. William Eifrig read his paper entitled "Bells, Bells,
Bells!" which appeared in the 1979 Winter issue of the Guild
Bulletin, pages 6-8.

PERSON TO PERSON OIAIRMAN
Mrs. Ralph (Marilyn) Krueger gave the following report:
"What a Jubilee year this will be for all of us in the Guild!
And what cause for jubilation here at the University if we
meet the goals set for all of us, and that includes, most
especially, our Person to Person program.
"We have some very realistic (but not impossible) tasks
for ourselves this year. It will require some stretching on
the part of each and every one of us.
"First, we want 100'Yo participation from our chapters in
the Person to Person program. Tomorrow morning after
the run, Mary Selle and I will be waiting for a representative
from every chapter to pick up the new manual and the fall
cards for the Person to Person calls. We'll also be available
to discuss problems you may be having in responding to
some students' statements, such as the one we hear so frequently, "Valpo is too expensive for me." We want to give
you a new brochure which addresses the new financial policies, resulting from passage of the Middle Income Assistance Act.
"When you have picked up your manual, examine it and
the contents of the folder before you make your first call and
ask each of your callers to do likewise.
"Another goal we've set is this: The Guild will provide
the Admissions office with 5000 new names of high school
students this year and every year hereafter. Use your Guild
reply cards; make sure you have an adequate supply on hand.
Here is a suggestion for your next meeting: Pass out a Guild
reply card (or just an index card) to everyone present. Have
each one fill in the name of a high school student who would
benefit from a Valpo education. We can all think of such
students among our circle of friends and relatives. Then
have your Person to Person chairman mail the cards to the
Admissions Office. If each Guild member will supply us
with just one name, we will have met our goal for this year!
"Use the puzzles in your recruiting. They are a very effective approach to a student unfamiliar with Valpo. One
of our chapter members, a high school teacher, recruited
two students by giving them puzzles, then telling them about
Valpo. They had no prior knowledge of Valpo, no connection at all. Yet, one of these students chose Valpo and is on
campus today as a freshman.

REPORT OF TELLERS
Jean Ehrmann, Chairman of the Tellers, reported that
there was no clear majority for any of the three candidates
for 2nd Vice President, thereby necessitating another ballot. Another ballot was distributed and voting proceeded.
BAZAAR UPDATE
Mrs. Paul (Jan} Wozniak, Activities Chairman, reported
that at 3:30p.m., income from the bazaar totaled $6083.50.
HOUSING STUDENT CHAIRMAN
Miss Renee Graves, student chairman of housing at Scheele
Hall, greeted the women and advised them to seek out a
Residence Assistant (RA) on their floor if they need help
for any reason, and, also, the women are expected to abide
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then national Membership Chairman, suggested in February,
1977, that each member should gain a member as our membership goal for the 50th Anniversary, little did we imagine
how much growing the Guild would do. We began slowly,
adding two chapters last year. But when Valpo's President,
Dr. Schnabel, challenged us to 'add 50 chapters by the 50th,'
we started gaining momentum and joyously welcomed 11
new chapters yesterday. Membership has become a key focus
for the Guild's 50th Anniversary.
"During these last two years your individual and
chapter responses to my call for names-those golden
prospects- have been exciting. My mailbox bulges right
after convention, council meeting, and the president's
quarterly newsletter mailings. Keep up the good response!
But remember there will be a new membership chairman
after this convention. Be sure to send your golden prospects to her.
"Our commitment to membership is continuing. What
should we do now? Membership is the responsibility of each
of us here today, and of all our members back home. Every
member are the key words. Every member, each of us, should
take time to share our love for Valpo, our commitment to
Valpo, and our faith nurtured at Valpo with a hometown
neighbor, a friend, and acquaintance. The Guild will continue to grow only if everyone who is now a member will
tell others about the Guild and its purposes.
"Your individual chapters should set a specific chapter
membership goal for this year. Plan to honor your charter
members, your newest member, and even the oldest and
youngest member as part of your chapter's 50th Anniversary
celebration. In striving to gain new members, remember
that personal contact, repeated in many different ways (a
phone call, a visit, a ride, introducing another member) to
the same prospect may produce a new Guild member. New
members usually don't just drop it; it takes constant follow
through on your part with every member in the chapter
participating.
"Let the bells ring in this jubilee year. Let the bells ring
in thanksgiving for all that we have and have been able to
do as a Guild. Let the bells ring in new places as we add
chapters in new states. Let the bells ring out for joy as our
membership grows. Let the bells ring in praise to our Lord
who guides all our efforts. Thank you."

by University dorm rules the same as students are.
CLOSING PRAYER
Mrs. Gary (Karlynn) Emanuel led the women in prayer
to close the business session for Friday, September 26.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,1980
The business session was opened by President Maas at
1:40 p.m. with a prayer of gratitude and a petition for
guidance.
1980-81 NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Jean Ehrmann announced the results of the election for a
nominating committee as follows: Mary Ehrenberg, Chairman, Lois Brenner, Barbara Riethmeier, Beata Madoerin and
Lois Brandt.
OmCER ELECTION REPORT
Jean Ehrmann also announced that there was no clear
majority on the second ballot for 2nd Vice President. The
President announced that the Executive Board made the
decision to have the chairman of the Tellers read the standing of the three candidates in the order in which they received votes, from highest to lowest. Her report was: Marty
Mattes, Marilyn Krueger and Linda McFerren.
The President asked Mrs. Helen Tornow to serve as a
teller for the third balloting, in the absence of one of the
tellers who had to leave.
The third balloting for 2nd Vice President proceeded.
BYLAWS COMMTITEE
Mrs. Theodore (Joyce) Anderson gave the following
report:
"During the past two years the Bylaws Committee has
presented and had approved five changes in our Bylaws. We
also had a new printing made of Amended Bylaws 1980 and
distributed these to all Black Chapter Manual holders. If
by chance you did not receive one for your local chapter, be
sure to request this from our National Guild Office.
"Some new revisions are needed in the coming year. It
will be recommended that the new Bylaws Chairman particularly look into changes in Section XI concerning Standing
Committees and their duties.
"We want each of you to feel that this is your Guild and
any time you feel something should be changed in the Bylaws, let us know. We need to be constantly updating the
rules so we will continue strong for another 'fabulous
fifty.' Thank you."

PAST OmCERS' SCHOLARSHIP
Bette Froehlich made the following announcement:
"Madam President: The Amen Club has a birthday present
to present to the Guild!
"It is my pleasure to announce the establishmeot of the
Guild Past National Officers' Scholarship.
"It is being initiated by the Past National Presidents and
Executive Directors in the names of all the women who have
served as presidents, vice presidents, secretaries, treasurers
and executive directors of the Guild.
"Monies given by and in the names of past officers will be
allowed to grow until the fund reaches $10,000. The endowed
scholarship will then be given annually to a qualified recipient who is preferably the son or daughter of a Guild
member."

PARLIAMENTARIAN'S REPORT
Lynn Bahls reporting: "Madam President, through this
year, the parliamentarian has served as an advisor to the
national officers and to various committees on matters of
procedure in preparation for the meeting of the Executive
Council and the Convention.
"By~aws of 11 new chapters and revision of bylaws of 5
estabhshed chapters were submitted to the parliamentarian
fo~ study and evaluation. She has consulted with representatives of these chapters. Recommendations have been made
to the B?ard concerning these bylaws that they be approved
as .~ubmttted or approved pending necessary modifications.
The bylaws submitted were based on the pattern for
chapter bylaws; while they follow this standard form, they
allow for chapters to make choices in certain duties and
procedures to accommodate the differences between the
chapters which naturally occur because of the variety of
membership, interests and life styles of Guild members."

COOKBOOK CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Mrs. Arthur (Kay) Hallerberg reporting:
"Last February I reported to the Executive Council that
our cookbook orders and books sold totaled 39,000. I challenged them to bring it up to 50,000 by our Golden Anniversary convention in September, 1981. With the September
convention orders we are slightly over the 42,000 mark.
Question: If we moved out 3,000 in seven months, can we
do another 8,000 in twelve? The challenge is still there!
"In my years of work with the distribution of the cook-

MEMBERSHIP COMMfiTEE
Mrs. Wilfred (Eleonora) Junke gave the report of the
Membership Chairman for Mrs. Edward (Marty) Reese who
could not attend convention:
"Reminisce with me for a moment. When Eleonora Junke,
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books, I am constantly reminded that the books really do
sell themselves. Again and again I hear that someone has
one book and wants the other or wants to give one to a
friend, or someone has seen one and wants one herself. I
often have repeat orders from the same person. Many, many
mail orders come to us. Not counting the early pre-printing
orders mailed (about 250), we have mailed some 425 individual orders. These orders were not from chapters, but
many were triggered by chapter activities. So here is a suggestion: have an 'occasion' such as a tasting luncheon, get
some newspaper publicity with pictures and a few printed
recipes and give an address for ordering books. You are
welcome to use our address, since we have a box in the University mailroom. (Cookbooks, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, IN 46383) Please be sure to add shipping charges
to the $5 cost of each book (e.g. $1.50 for three books);
Indiana orders add 4% sales tax. Another suggestion
that goes with this one: we can send you twenty-five or
thirty pages from the cookbooks to use, cut up, in publicity-on posters, on invitations or whatever you think wi11
help to promote your occasion. Let us know if you want
some; indicate any special section you would like, if available.
"Please don't forget to make contacts with stores that
are willing to carry our books!

"I have been involved with the cookbooks for about four
years, first with the metric material, since February, 1978,
with the distribution of both books. In these two years and
seven months we have moved out, with the present convention orders, more than 17,000 cookbooks. I have certainly not
touched every book or even every case; I owe thanks to many
in our Valparaiso Chapter for their help, particularly Dee
Stritof, Quin Koepke and Dorcas Luecke. And, to Bette
Galow, really my cochairman, a big bit of gratitude not only
for her competent accounting and the correspondence that
goes with it, but also for her support and very great help in
emergencies. Perhaps the best part of my time of service has
been learning to know you, the members of the Guild; your
phone calls and letters, your coming to my house for booksall in the best Guild tradition. Many thanks to you a11!"
The financial report of the Cookbook committee as printed
in the agenda:
July 1, 1979-June 30, 1980
Funds on hand July 1, 1979 ................. $487.68
Total Receipts: ....•..................... 15,727.53
$16,215.21
Disbursements:
VU Guild National Treasurer ............. $15,500.00
All other expenses..............•........ 563~82
$16,063.82
Funds on hand, checking account ...
58.69
Funds on hand, savings account ................ 92.70
I

"Bette Galow's financial report is on page 18 of the convention agenda (and it is her report, even if my name is
under it). A few comments are in order: The Home Mountain
Printing Co. item is not for printing cookbooks- that was
paid for long ago-but for the plastic gift wrapping. We pay
25¢ per set, but we do not pass this cost on to you. Please
do not unwrap them to sell separately; order singles instead.
We collect some shipping money from stores and from individual orders; the difference in the shipping items (receipts and disbursements) is what we spend on chapter
shipping. So, thanks for taking books along; it helps! We now
have four $1000 cookbook scholarships. Dean Looman presented the latest recipient to you last evening. Also, since
July 1, Bette was able to put another $3,000 into savings.
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$16,215.21
HISTORICAL CONfRIBUTIONS TO
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
September 1972 to June 30, 1979 ..
July 1, 1979 to June 30, 1980 .....
I
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$54,314.42
14,500.00

••••••••••

$68,814.42

ACTIVITIES CHAIRMAN
Jan Wozniak gave the fo11owing report after her opening
statement that the projected profit from the bazaar would
be $9667.65. She had very positive comments to make on the
cashiering this year:
"Be11s wi11 peal, spines wi11 tingle, eyes wi11 mist a little
and some seemingly magic things will happen as we begin to
celebrate our very special Jubilee year.
"We are here. We are experiencing the joy, seeing friends,
both old and new, hearing fine speakers, thri11ins to the
majesty of the Chapel of the Resurrection. It is all very real.
"Think a moment won't you, of the ladies that you left
at home in your chapters. We want them to feel this year
too. Many of you know ladies that have never visited the
campus, but work untiringly and love the university as much
as you do. That is why each chapter must involve all their
ladies in a celebration that is uniquely their own. I hope
each chapter has an anniversary committee that wi11 coordinate ideas. Remember, this is a year-long celebration
and the sky is the limit. Let's make the most of it.
"One important idea, I think, is your own chapter history.
Whether your chapter has existed for, say, 25 years or was
just born this year, it is not only interesting, but also important that you keep a history in some form. The colors in
the tapestry of the Guild are many and varied and the weaving
wi11 not be complete without the introduction of each chapter's special hue. Why not pictorialize your history in the
form of a quilt, mural or banner. It would not only provide
a means of fellowship as you work on it, but a lasting remembrance of the fiftieth.
"Sometime in April each of us ought to have a party. It

"We might share a little secret: In the past, from time to
time we have had books with spotted or marked covers which
we se11 for less (10%) and an occasional book with defective
binding or missing pages which we do not se11 at a11. H you
find any like that, please exchange them for a good copy.
The defective books are the ones we will take apart to supply
you with promotional pages, mentioned above, if you want
them. Now, back to the secret: Our printer friends ran off
extra copies to compensate for any losses we might incur and
gave them to us without charge. The latest printings have
been much better in this respect, so it seems as though when
we have sold all of the 50,000 copies that we paid for, we may
have as many as 400 that they gave us, to sell for all of the
receipts.
"I hope that the page of 'Golden Recipes for a Golden
Year' has been helpful for your meetings and special occasions. I'd like to mention a few recipes that I have enjoyed.
Two of them are Ham Strata, page 199, Vol. I and Chinese
Chicken, page 228, Vol. II. The chicken can be prepared in
a few minutes if you keep cooked chicken in the freezer as
I do; (I add a dash of dry sherry and toss a few toasted almonds on top.) The Ham Strata can be prepared the day before. It is exce11ent for a buffet, as it serves and handles
well. The Tangy Pork and Apple Casserole, page 223, Vol.
II, should be tried in this season; the pork and apples are
baked in cider. You would expect me to suggest a metric
recipe: try the Sweet and Sour Beets, page 276, Vol. II. It
has a touch of catsup, cloves and vanilla for a piquant
flavor. The recipe is large, but it keeps and reheats well and
is also good served cold.
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Boulder chapter in commemoration of the Guild's 50th
Anniversary.
"Keep in mind when you are considering an item for a
Guild Goodie that it be of good quality, has sales appeal,
and is unique. You may request an ad application form-and
after this convention it will be from the new second vice
president-fill out all the information, being certain your
price is right, who will be handling your orders, how it will
be shipped, etc. If your Guild Goodie is approved, the ad
will appear in the next two Guild Bulletins. If your chapter
wishes an ad to appear any longer than the two bulletins,
it will be necessary to resubmit your ad application form."

might be a tea, dinner, brunch, coffee, cocktail party, reception, buffet, or a picnic. It could be in your best party
clothes or a very casual affair. The important thing is get
all your ladies together to celebrate.
"Remember too, that the successes that we have had in
the Guild have not been entirely of our own doing. The Lord
has blessed us in so many ways and continues to guide us as
we plan for the future. Take time to thank and praise Him
and give Him the glory. Use the Thankoffering service or
plan some special thanks of your own.
"Don't keep your celebrating to yourself! Publicize it!
Lee Kleinhans gave us good PR tips. Put them to use. Who
knows what might move a young man or woman in your
community to decide to come here. So get the name of Valparaiso University in the news.
"Plan interesting meetings. If you live reasonably close
to campus take advantage of faculty members who are not
only willing, but eager to come and share with you. Involve
students when they are home on break. Host a choir in your
town this year. Join with several chapters in your area for
a get together. Your ladies will want to come to meetings if
they can also take something away from them.
"Perhaps you have already thought of all of these ideas.
Good, then get busy and implement some of them. If you
have some other ideas, let your Activities chairman .know
them. Let's hope at this time next year we can all say,
'Wow, wasn't that Jubilee great!'
"And now let me say, all of you are great. My thanks
for your cooperation and patience these past two years as
I served you as your Activities chairman. God bless!"
GUILD GOODIE REPORT
Ruth Russler, 1st Vice President and Guild Goodie Chairman, reporting:
"New interest has been sparked in the Guild Goodie
program due in part to our year of celebration of our 50th
anniversary. We have several new items that have been approved by the Board and will appear in the next issues of
the Guild Bulletin.
"One of our very newest chapters has come up with a super
Guild Goodie indigenous to their area. The Puget Sound
chapter is offering to us fresh Pacific northwest holly and
18-inch wreaths. All orders that they receive before November 21 will be filled with freshly cut holly which has
been dipped to preserve its loveliness throughout the season,
packed in a sturdy carton, and shipped via UPS anywhere
in the USA. The holly is $7.25 for a 2-pound box and the
wreaths are $9.50. Now we can beautify our homes and benefit Valpo at the same time. Bev Wick has order blanks, so
see her.

STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDRESS
Ginny Amling introduced Dr. Schnabel with the following
introduction:
"Some of you who have not been on campus for some time
will no doubt be surprised at all the changes. In the fall of
1978 a very important change occurred when the inaugural
ceremony of Dr. Robert V. Schnabel, newly chosen president of Valparaiso University, took place in the Chapel
of the Resurrection. Dr. Schnabel came to Valpo with a rich
academic background, including studies in the areas of
humanities, music, philosophy, education and theology and
with broad administrative experience. When the Guild
Executive Board meets on campus, preceding convention
and Executive Council, a meeting with Dr. Schnabel is a
part of the schedule. From our very first meeting, we could
not help but be impressed by Dr. Schnabel's warmth and
genuine interest in the Guild and its activities. Right from
the start of his administration he seemed to have such a
complete acquaintanceship with all facets of the University
that it was hard to believe he had not been here for years.
Much of the present administration's time has been taken up
the past year by the Council on University Planning and
Priorities. You have been hearing about this Council and its
deliberations which are so crucial to the future of our university and now we are pleased that Dr. Schnabel is again
with us. He will tell us about the State of the UniversityOr. Schnabel." (Dr. Schnabel's address will be found elsewhere in the Bulletin.)

GUILD SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Following Dr. Schnabel's address, the 1979-80 Guild Special
was presented to him by Ruth Russler:
"The Guild Special is that unique gift to the University
that all chapters large and small can participate in equally.
Each chapter each year sends $10 to the Guild Special project and those $10 contributions multiplied by some 130
chapters becomes a sizeable $1300 gift.
"The members of the Executive Council at the February
meeting have the privilege of selecting the recipient or recipients of the Guild Special. For the past few years we have
invited requests from all heads of departments for items they
would like and need that are not covered in their departmental budgets. Your Board reviews these requests, consults
with the University President, and then presents several
choices to the Executive Council to make the final selection.
This year's recipients were the Mathematics Department,
the Biology Department and the Home Economics Department. All three departments have gratefully acknowledged
their gifts.
''It is with great pleasure that I, on behalf of all the chapters
of the Valparaiso University Guild, present the following
items:

"This lovely apron I am wearing comes to us from Kalamazoo. It has a 3-section pocket across the front and can
be used in your kitchen as well as your garage sales, Sunday
morning coffees at church, State Unit luncheons, and wherever
you have the opportunity to talk Valpo. They are made of
polyester and cotton, and sell for $4.50 each.
"Th..! Geiseman Memorial chapter has chosen to present
a 'Commemorative Anniversary Plate.' It is a Wilton Armetale octagonal salad plate which measures 8 7/8 inches in
diameter. The plate design is by Debbie Krautstrunk and will
be cast into the 'well' area of each plate. The plates will
each be signed and numbered by the artist. This can be a
special keepsake of our jubilee year. The cost per plate is
$20. Kim Bass has order blanks here and you will also be
able to order these through the Bulletin.
"We continue to feature our beautiful 6th edition of the
imported Christmas ornaments by the Saginaw chapter, the
lovely jeweler's bronze snowflake ornaments from Orange
County, and the 'Carry the Torch' T-shirts offered by the

"A gift of $300 to the Math Department who hosted a symposium in memory of Professor Arthur Hallerberg on Friday,
April 25. Our gift was used for the publication of major
addresses and abstracts of short papers presented at that
symposium.
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"The Biology Department will receive a much needed
Spe.ctronic 21 Model ?pectrophotometer used for tests in
whrch colors show up m solution, measuring color intensity
and determining wave length and range.
'
"The. Home ~conomic~ Department was asked to please
use therr new Krtchen Ard Mixer and attachments to bake a
very. special cake which we would now like to present to
Presrdent Schnabel. A little birdie told us that tomorrow
is his birthday. Perhaps it would be nice to rise and sing
'Happy Birthday' to Dr. Schnabel."

\

runners, those choosing a college path. We reach out to our
fellow Guild runners and say we've improved over last
f~. I believe we've knocked five minutes from our jogging
ttme. Our group seems to be growing stronger, running
l~nger, stretching the goals to greater and more challenging
distances. Never quite content, this Guild, always striving
for new, creative, and sometimes difficult goals. How did
they ever manage that Guild Hall with the war and all?
Were those bells I heard last night pealing their thanksgiving and celebration-their arrival after so long a wait?
"Cascading forward, always forward, our hand reaches
up to wipe our forehead. My, this summer heat is something!
I believe it is 91 degrees already, we say, trying to sustain
eac~ other. So that's the reason my feet won't lift, my
spnngy step has diminished. Once again we are walking
blocks here and there. But we're not stopping! The pavement
is so cracked we notice. It looks as dry and tired out as we
feel. It is now that we really need each other. Someone
needs to say, 'I'll meet you on the comer at 7 a.m.; it won't
be so hot then.' She means: 'Let's have a picnic at my house
next month. Wednesday, the 15th, O.K.? Bring your families.'
"'How are you doing?' we ask our running partners. The
smiles we see tell us go-we're going fine. Exuberant is what
we feel-tired, too, of course-but still exuberant. We have
reached our goal together today, this year, as the Guild
runners did yesterday, last year, for 49 years. With the
Lord's help we shall be sharing this Run past our 50th on
into the future years. With the Lord's help let's keep running.''
50th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL GIFTS UPDATE
Jackie Jungemann announced that the Guild was giving
a pin to Debbie Krautstrunk for designing the pin and one
to Paul Mielke for doing the art work on the contribution
envelopes. She urged everyone to carry a few envelopes in
their pockets to have available to give to people interested
in donating $50; everyone who gives $50 will receive a pin.
Some methods people have mentioned for saving $50 to buy
a pin are using coupons, recycling and golden pouches to
collect money in. At noon (Saturday) there had been 54
subscribers and $2700 collected.
GUILD RUN REPORT
Janie Lichtfuss announced the winners of the trophies
and certificates for the Run. Susan Cook, two years old,
was the youngest runner; Irma Schmalz was the oldest
participant; Vi Brelje had the greatest number of pledges
at 70 and Ginny Amling had the highest amount in pledges,
over $900. There were 229 people in the run. The winner in
time was Prof. Falkenstein, who is a Boston Marathon
runner.
RECOGNITION OF STATE UNIT PRESIDENTS
President Maas recognized the three State Unit Presidents:
Ethel Amodeo, Indiana; Bemp Misch, Michigan; and Marge
Kuehnert, Wisconsin. Some other states have expressed an
interest in forming State Units. Therefore, the Executive
Board asked a group of women to meet on Thursday, Sept.
25, for a self-study and from that meeting will come a set
of guidelines for other states to use. They expect to meet
again in February.
VU SUNDAY CHAIRMAN
Mrs. George (Betty) Fry reporting:
"Golden Jubilee. How cculd we ever find more fitting
words for our Guild celebration? Our group is filled to the
limit with one golden jewel after another. At the top, of
course, are Barb and Betsy representing our gold bars. Some
of us come in ounces, some of us come in grams, some of us
are the settings, but all of us have a golden message to spread.
Our message about Valpo is pure gold because Valpo is a
school that teaches Christian living . . . because Valpo is a
school that teaches integrity . . . because Valpo teaches

HISTORIAN'S REPORT
Mrs. James (Paula) Sauer reporting:
"Madam President, Officers, fellow Guild members, guests:
"This morning a lot of us sitting here took part in the first
Guild three-mile Run/Walk. Others watched, cheered, smiled.
It was super.
"I would propose to you, however, that we are all runners
in a grand event-not a race, for we are not competing with
one an~ther. Our event is the past, present, and future of
t~e Guild, the past, present, and future of this university.
Ltke any good runner, we have trained and prepared. We have
watched and studied experts-Guild members who have so
much expe~enc~ in years of running with love, patience,
~d determmahon. We have exercised with great enthustasm-bazaars, book fairs, bake sales and many more such
calisthenics we cannot list them all.
"And we have actually been out on the pavement running
with each other.
"There are those glorious fall days that inspire us to
renewed and enthusiastic jogging. Schools begin, church
calendars fill up with our ladies circles, LWML gatherings,
Bible studies, and another Valpo Guild year, too, begins.
We come together after the summer months apart and we
begin to jog along in unison. The crisp cool air refreshes
us, and the leaves crackling beneath our feet remind us of
God's gracious creation. As we run with our friends newly
gathered, we share God's creation and His love.
"When one runner begins to fail, we stop and walk with
her-remember this is no race-when I get there does not
matter, when my friend and I get there together does matter.
"By winter others are asking us why are you putting out
so much energy? Every runner has a different reason, we
reply. Every Guild member, too, has her very personal and
special reasons for participating in this Guild.
"The winter brings its cold cold air and snows and as we
run on those quiet snow-covered streets with white flakes
drifting and swirling around us, we glance back and can see
our tracks. We have left a mark, an impression for someone
to follow. It begs for another to come along; follow me,
it sings.
"Oh, and a winter jog makes us laugh out loud sometimes.
Isn't this glorious and exhilarating. Lord, we praise you for
your thoughtfulness. You have given your creation such
beauty. But we cannot stifle a teasing inner thought that
says there must be people in those warm cozy houses laughing at this crazy Guild jogger. 'Why go to so much bother
for your bazaar just before Christmas-aren't you swamped
with the kids parties, the lists of gifts, and those endless
Christmas cards to write?' they ask. 'Why invite all those
college students for a holiday get together? Aren't you exhausted?' they interrupt. But we smile jubilantly and keep
jogging. We know the goal-our purpose in running-and
they don't as yet. For them we are sorry, and we ask them to
join us; come along, we implore. This running is great fun.
"Spring comes and the birds are singing now. We can see
the grass and trees are that delicate green. The flowers dazzle
our eyes, and we talk to each other, encourage each other.
We reach a guiding person to person hand out to young
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NEW BUSINESS
There was no new business to come before the assembly.
CONVENTION RESOLUTIONS
Jean Coburn moved adoption of the following resolutions.
WHEREAS: Barbara Maas has served the Valparaiso University Guild faithfully and effectively as
secretary and president,
BE IT RESOLVED: That the members of the Valparaiso
University Guild offer praise and thanks to God
who so inspired Barbara Maas to use her gifts
and talents in the service of the Guild.
The motion was seconded and approved by a rising ovation.
Vera Doty moved adoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS: The success of this convention resulted from
the untiring efforts of many Guild members
and friends; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED: That the Valparaiso University Guild
express gratitude to all the dedicated people
who gave so unselfishly of their talents and
service to make this convention a memorable
occasion as the Guild begins the celebration
of its Jubilee Year.
The motion was seconded and adopted.
CLOSING REMARKS OF RETmiNG PRESIDENT
In her closing remarks President Maas gave credit to all
the many people who had any part in making the 49th convention a success and thanked everyone for their efforts.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Betsy Nagel announced that a diamond had been lost
from its setting in a ring and if anyone found it, please
contact her. The banquet was to start promptly at 6:30
p.m.; people could take their seats as early as 6:15.
CLOSING PRAYER
Ruth Russler, the newly elected President led the women
in a closing prayer.
AD)OURNMENJ'
With a rap of the gavel, President Maas declared the 1980
Valparaiso University Guild Convention adjourned.

quality of human life and we want to share this message with
all college-bound students and their parents. One of the best
ways to share this message is to celebrate Valpo Sunday in
your area on February 1, 1981. And the best way to tell our
story is with simplicity. The greatest truths are the simplest.
It has been said, 'In character, in manners, in style, in all
things, supreme excellence is simplicity.'
"So, enclosed in your folder is your VU Sunday Simplicity
Pattern. Read it through, follow the suggestions, look in
your handbook for more ideas . . . and while planning VU
Sunday, use our guide which St. Paul preaches in Corinthians, 'For our rejoicing is this, the testimony of our conscience that in simplicity and Godly sincerity, not with
fleshly wisdom, but by the Grace of God, we have had our
conversation in the world.' And then, with all of our enthusiasm, let's spread the word about Valpo on VU Sunday
with simplicity."
Following her report Betty passed out a little folder for
the women to use as a guideline for planning and executing
VUSunday.
REGISTRATION REPORT
Dee Stritof, Chairman of the Registration Committee,
said, "In trying to make this report something other than
numbers which can be dull and dry, I dug into the reserves
of my grey matter, but found there only numbers-the
greater numbers of registrations this year; the small number
of buffet tickets available last night (Friday); the numbers
of you who put your names on a list, hoping to get buffet
tickets for last night; the number of cookbooks we have sold
in the Crusader room; the number of seals, stationery packets, envelopes and calendars and other assorted goodies.
What keeps popping into my mind is the number of women
from this country who will be here next year to help share in
the celebration of the Guild's 50th anniversary. Let me tell
you right now, the registration committee will be ready for
you. I feel now I should give you the number of the winning
lottery ticket. Instead I will give you the number of registrations by Areas: I, 40; II, 63; Ill, 32; IV, 17; V, 42; VI, 83;
VII, 59; and VIII, 24, making a total of 360. This is 87 more
than in 1979.

I

Joan H. Hofmeister
Secretary

PROPOSED BUDGET
Lois Hoeppner presented the budget as printed in the convention agenda and moved its adoption:
GUILD BUDGET 1980-81
Bulletins ................................. $ 8,000
Printing and Stationery ........................ 600
Travel: Chapter Presidents .................... 21,000
Travel: Administration ...................... 14,575
Administration Expenses ...................... 3,000
Senior Women's Banquet ....................... 200
Gifts and Memorials ........................... 200
Miscellaneous ................................ 100
Total
$47,675
The Budget shows a proposed increase of $3,925 over 1979,
mainly in the area of printing and travel expenses. The motion was seconded and the budget for 1980-81 was adopted.

Approved by the Minutes Committee:

Mrs. Lois Oster, New Orleans, Louisiana
Mrs. Bert (Kay) Schulz, Battle Creek, Michigan

I
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ELECilON RESULTS
Jean Ehrmann reported the final results of the election of
officers. There were 318 votes cast for President with Ruth
Russler receiving a clear majority; 321 votes cast for 1st
Yice President with Virginia Amling receiving a clear majortty; and on the 3rd ballot for 2nd Vice President, there were
281 votes cast with Marty Mattes receiving a clear majority.
President Maas re-read the results.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There was no unfinished business to come before the
assembly.
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Nomination Form
Dear Guild Members:
We, your Nominating Committee, are seeking nominations from Guild members for the following Guild
national officers: Secretary and Treasurer. Election of these two national officers will take place at the
1981 Guild convention. All nominations must be in the hands of our committee prior to the February
Executive Council meeting.
All Guild members are elegible to submit recommendations to our committee for consideration. You may
use this or a similar form to submit your nominations.

Offlce ___________________________________________________
Nonrinee~Name--------------------------------------------------------------------

Address _________________________________________________________
City/State------------------------------------------------ Zip_ _ _ _ ___
\

Chapter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City/Stat..:;..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Qualifications of Nominee

Submitted by: (optional)

Note that the Guild Bylaws state that the Treasurer shall have previous experience in accounting outside
the chapter level.

,.
Please send all recommendations to the Chairman of the Nominating Committee.

.'

\

\

\
Sincerely yours,

Mary Ehrenberg, Chairman*
Lois Brandt
Lois Brenner
Beata Madoerin
Barbara Riethmeier

:I

d
d
I
I
I
lj

I

*404 Burlington Beach Road
Valparaiso, IN 46383
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Application for
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD SCHOLARSHIP
Each year receipts from Guild cookbook sal es provide four $1000 scho larships for sons and daughters o f Guild
members. Provided the freshman recipient maintains a satisfact ory academic record, the award w i ll continue
through the senior year.
Thi s special Guild applic ation should be submitted to the Admi ssions Offi ce alo ng w ith th e regular Uni versity
admission forms.

Name .............................................................................. -- ......................................................... --··
Last

Middle c•r 'vlaoden

f ir>t

Home address .................................................................................. .
Cot\

Street

Zop

State

Phone ............................................................Social Security Number ..............................................................

Name of parent or guardian ........................ .
Last

fi rst

College you plan to enter:
)
)
)
)
)

Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Engineering
Law
Nursing

198o

~,.

is!>

<If~.,
v <t/J.
1!/<1

r.

Sc:J,
0/;q, '1,.

It

Month and year you plan to enter VU ................................................. f17~ ~-"· C'<t/if,"r:lr 0 ; 1P "17~~r,
<li"Jct 11! tJ.,
o,.l 'li Polll'l f!r
SCJ·
!! C
<t
tili
Name and address of high school ........................................................ __ ---- ~~'~c-es 0 /Jt!g; <~ 11-e.s, 11
.

~

Of

q.

"lrts
Street

Name of high school guidance counse lor .

Cit\

Sta te

Lip

----------------·------·-------------··---------------------------------·----·---- ....

( ) I have filed an application for admission to Valparai so University.
( ) Please send m e an application for admission to Valparaiso University.
I am the son ( ) daughter ( ) of a Guild member in the .. .. . .. .. .. ........... ..................... . ............. _ chapter.
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THE GUILD ROSTER
National Officers

President: Ruth (Mrs. D. W.) Russler, 754 Stanbridge Drive, Dayton, OH 45429
First Vice President: Virginia (Mrs. Arthur) Amling, 636 Arlington Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60016
Second Vice President: Marty (Mrs. Joe) Mattes, 9394 Indian Springs Drive, Roswell, GA 30075
Secretary: Joan (M rs. Franklin) Hofmeister, 647 W. Sebewaing Street, Sebewaing, MI 48759
Treasurer: Lois (Mrs. Delmar) Hoeppner, 1606 Earthstone Drive, Valparaiso, IN 46383
Executive Director: Betsy (Mrs. Norman) Nagel, 1304 LaPorte Avenue, Valparaiso, IN 46383

Area Directors

Coordinator: Virginia (Mrs. Arthur) Amling, 636 Arlington Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60016
Area 1: Barbara (M rs. Alton) Riethmeier, 4 Foxbourne Road, Penfield, NY 14526
Area II: (interim) Esther (Mrs. Carl) Hildner, 3S 151 Cypress Drive, Glen Ell yn, IL 60137
Area III: Phyllis (Mrs. Ted) Schuessler, 404 Windsor Springs Road, Sunset Hills, MO 63122
Area IV: Lynne (Mrs. Peter) Glick, 3820 Lyceum Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066
Assistant Director: Vi (M rs. Oliver) Brelje, 349 N. Waverly, Orange, CA 92666
Area V: Linda (Mrs. Kenneth) McFerren, 22 Stone Crest Circle, Madison, WI 53717
Area VI: Ma rgaret (Mrs. Glen) Zobel, 4971 Lakeshore Terrace, Port Huron, MI 48060
Area VII: Bonnie (Mrs. LeRoy) Ornat, 58890 Elm Road, Mishawaka, IN 46544
Area VIII: Barbara (M rs. David) Wetterman, 221 Taylor Avenue, Marysville, OH 43040

Committee Chairmen

Activities: Paul a (Mrs. William) vonKampen, 36611 Acton, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043
Bylaws: Chita (Mrs. Edward) Easton, 66 Hidden Valley Road, Rochester, NY 14624
Calendar: Judy (Mrs. Richard) Beumer, 12936 Briar Fork Court, Des Peres, MO 63131
Cookbook: (interim) Kay (Mrs. Arthur) Hallerberg, 908 Wood Street, Valparaiso, IN 46383
50th Anniversary: Bette (Mrs. Fred) Froehlich, 1406 N. Union Street, Appleton, WI 54911
Guild Goodies: Marty (Mrs. Joe) Mattes, 9394 Indian Springs Drive, Roswell, GA 30075
Historian: Paula (Mrs. James) Sauer, 379 Pittsfield Drive, Worthington, OH 43085
Membership: Carole (Mrs. Emmett) O'Hare, 2335 Troy Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447
New Chapter Advisor: Norma (M rs. Jeffrey) May, 112 Valley High Road, Burnsville, MN 55337
New Chapter Developer: Marilyn (Mrs. Ralph) Krueger, 14925 Santa Maria Drive, Brookfield, WI 53005
Parliamentarian: Lynn (Mrs. Gene) Bahls, 2 Bristol Green, Bourbonnais, IL 60914
Person to Person: Shirley (Mrs. Reynolds) Honold, 1404 N. 5th Avenue, Sheboygan, WI 53081
State Unit Study: Jan (Mrs. Pau l) Wozniak, 1032 Georgetown Road, Michigan City, IN 46360
VU Sunday: Esther (Mrs. Carl) Hildner, 3S 151 Cypress Drive, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Sta te Unit Presidents

Coordinator of State Units: Marty (Mrs. Joe) Mattes, 9394 Indian Springs Drive, Roswell, GA 30075
Indiana: Ethel (Mrs. Joseph) Amodeo, 9228 Grace Street, Highland, IN 46322
Michigan: Bemp (Mrs. Don) Misch, 125 Lonesome Oak Drive, Rochester, MI 48063
Wisconsin: Marge (Mrs. Carl) Kuehnert, 4441 N. Sheffield Avenue, Shorewood, WI 53211
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Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, IN 46383

A close-up of last year's pro;ect.
Our new 50th anniversary pro;ect? See page 8.
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